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Project Goals
Purpose of Study
This study was funded in large part by a planning grant from the Northeast
Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA), which assists communities with
transportation-focused studies for multi-modal improvements. This particular
study was conducted under the agency’s TLCI program which guides a process
to help communities identify challenges as they relate to connectivity and
accessibility and to develop a slate of improvements that are feasible and
implementable in the near future.
Therefore, the purpose here was to find ways to evaluate the Village’s
transportation and land use planning, and integrate them into specific projects
that will strengthen community livability. The Village of Grafton hired City
Architecture, Poggemeyer Design Group, and Boulevard Studios to undertake
this effort, deemed the Envision Grafton: Smart Growth Through Transportation
Study.
At the outset, Village administration identified a set of goals for the project:
• Examine existing mobility (vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle) and
recommend improvements that encourage non-motorized transportation
and improve safety;
• Identify areas with limited access—particularly those restricted by lack of
pathways or sidewalks—and create greater avenues of connectivity to all
residential neighborhoods, recreation areas, and commercial/retail districts;
• Inventory existing community assets and recommend street improvements
that better link residents and visitors to these places;
• Perform Signal Warrant Analysis for major transportation nodes and
intersections within the Village to improve safety and efficiency of vehicular
connections;
• Promote reinvestment and development in the Village by prioritizing
the street improvements necessary to connect existing residential
neighborhoods to the Village center, major employment areas, and
community resources;
• Anticipate and prepare for connectivity to and from future residential
developments;
• Improve pedestrian and motorist safety;
• Provide options for healthy lifestyles and a more walkable, vibrant Village.
Throughout the project process, the team worked closely with Village officials
and a designated steering committee to determine the outputs of these goals
and develop sets of actionable improvements. Community involvement was
a crucial component as well. Not only did encouraging participation help
communicate the intent of conducting such a study, it was the voices of
residents, business owners, and other public officials that so often articulated
succinctly the challenges and improvements needed to make the Village of
Grafton more accessible and, above all, more livable.
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TLCI Program Goals
• Develop transportation projects
that provide more travel options
through complete streets and
context sensitive solutions,
increasing user safety and
supporting positive public health
impacts
• Promote reinvestment in
underutilized or vacant/
abandoned properties through
development concepts supported
by multi-modal transportation
• Support economic development
through place-based
transportation and land use
recommendations, connecting
them with existing assets and
investments
• Ensure that the benefits and
burdens of growth, change
and transportation projects
are distributed equitably by
integrating accessibility and
environmental justice
• Enhance regional cohesion by
supporting collaboration between
regional and community partners
• Provide people with safe and
reliable transportation choices
that enhance their quality of life

Regional Context
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Site Regional Context
The Village of Grafton is located
in close proximity to many densely
populated municipalities. A short drive
from downtown Cleveland, as well
as many surrounding communities,
demonstrates its prime geographic
situation with relation to the larger
Northeast Ohio region.

Vibrant NEO 2040
The Vibrant NEO 2040 project
was a three year planning process
funded by a federal grant to develop
a coordinated approach to land
use, transportation and economic
development in the region for the next
30 years. This framework explores
long-term development patterns to

Canton

guide the twelve county region toward
greater regional health, economic
vitality, and social equity.
The Village of Grafton plays a key
role in the region’s future outlook, as
envisioned in this plan. It is identified
in this framework as a “Strategic
Investment Area”, based on its growing
population, high density of community
assets, and existing infrastructure that
could support future development.
Because of this designation as a
community of potential development
and forward-looking vision, Grafton’s
TLCI project will not only directly
benefit the Village itself, but it will also
help contribute toward the growth and
success of the entire region.
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Project Process
The Village of Grafton TLCI project
followed a clear and comprehensive
planning process. The consultant
team’s first step was to solicit from
Village officials documentation and
mapping that would lay the foundation
for the study’s parameters. The Village
also provided a list of community
members who would be likely to serve
on a steering committee and would
bring varied perspectives as to the
area’s most important challenges and
needs.

Understand
With the committee set and the
design team’s scope established,
the project consultants met first with
members of Village administration to
reiterate the study’s goals, timeline,
and deliverables. Following the
meeting, the team dug into the project
with property research and base
mapping as well as site visits and data
collection.
Walks through downtown Grafton
and its neighborhoods were the
first opportunity to truly grasp the
Village’s current conditions, land
use zones, and overall “feel,” while
documenting points of interest and
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areas of disrepair. The visits were
done during different times of day—
including evening rush hour—to better
understand vehicular traffic patterns
and points where making transitions
and crossings by foot or bicycle are
difficult. The rail line, too, experiences
frequent enough train traffic that its
impact intersecting the Main Street
corridor could be felt first hand.

the community’s biggest and most
common concerns for transportation
and access. This set a framework
for brainstorming an exhaustive list
of initiatives that could be itemized
and challenged individually. The
process encouraged a thoughtful
and organized approach to generate
innovative solutions and new ideas for
each area of concern.

In setting up the Steering Committee
for attendance at future meetings,
the consultant team reached out
to individual members to conduct
interviews about their experience
in the Village of Grafton. The
perspectives of these residents and
business owners brought to light many
challenges that could be addressed
in the study and its implementation.
Conversations with members of
other sectors as well, such as ODOT
and the local schools, helped the
team understand the limitations and
additional needs that the study would
have to address.

Parallel to this, designers on the team
worked on large-scale planning studies
that evaluated the Village’s networks,
both vehicular and non-motorized.
Aerial diagramming illustrated the
existing pathways and thoroughfares
that are assets as well as pointing out
where there are physical disconnects
between residential areas and Village
businesses and community resources.
Looking at existing park properties
from above, too, helped identify where
there are opportunities for better
connectivity to the community and
expansion among them.

Challenge & Collaborate
As the initial phases of work
progressed, the team began to find
key areas that are representative of

As the design team became
intimately familiar with the study
areas, finer details began to develop,
as well. A comprehensive set of
“frontage standards” could be
applied throughout the downtown

Timeline

and commercial districts, with
recommendations that would increase
greenspace, provide better separation
between pedestrians and vehicles,
and unify the aesthetic of the Village’s
core areas. A consistent curb type, tree
lawns and landscaping, graphics and
signage, and other touches will help
carry through the Village’s identity and
branding.

also culminated in the team’s
envisioning some big-idea initiatives
that would benefit both Grafton and
the greater Northeast Ohio region.
“Fat marker sketches” overlaid upon
existing conditions photos brought the
concepts to life, enabling the project
team and the community to visualize
how improvements might take shape
and transform the Village.

Abiding by the team’s commitment
to keep resident and stakeholder
engagement at the forefront of the
process, the data, mapping, and
standards were presented to the
Steering Committee, followed by
the greater community. These work
sessions generated valuable feedback
that would continue to prioritize the
ideas and better focus the study’s
efforts. Furthermore, this shared,
collaborative visioning helped uncover
what the Village of Grafton is as a
community, how it can foster exciting
new ideas, and what it can implement
going forward.

The team’s traffic engineers focused
much of their study on critical
intersections, likewise using high
level graphics to communicate their
findings. The diagrams illustrated
car counts, identified confusing
interchanges, and communicated the
accident incidence rates for each.

Rediscover & Envision
The thoughtful and detailed process

The sketches and diagrams, while
engaging, kept the touch-base
meetings informal enough that the
channels for feedback remained open
and comfortable for all in attendance.
The ability to quickly illustrate a myriad
of ideas, too, kept the momentum
going through the processes that
would inform their refinement and
spark additional concepts.

As it became apparent which tasks
held the highest priority, which make
the most sense in the near term, and
which ones are “low hanging fruit” that
can be accomplished easily, sketches
evolved into perspective renderings
and more detailed intersection plans
to illustrate how the Village might look
following implementation. This very
report, as well, began to take shape
and it soon became clear what next
steps the Village would take to put the
ideas into motion.

Transform
With careful consideration and
prioritization, the concepts could then
be organized, prioritized, and their
feasibility evaluated to truly transform
the community. The Village and the
team will together pursue additional
sources of funding for targeted
improvements, setting into motion a
plan to execute these initiatives over
the next several years. The result will
transform the Village of Grafton into
a healthier, safer, and more desirable
place for visitors and residents alike.
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Community Engagement
A community study necessitates participation by members of the community
itself. It was important, therefore, to commit to keeping residents and business
owners involved throughout the study in order to ensure that their feedback,
influence, and buy-in would help shape its initiatives. Thus, at the outset, the
team created a project schedule that included key touch-point meetings with
special committees as well as meetings that would be open to the public.

Steering Committee and Business Focus Group
Village administration, knowing best the community members who would be
ideal—and most likely to participate—in guiding the process, invited a group of
residents and business owners to form the study’s Steering Committee. This
committee would attend regular meetings with the project team throughout
the course of the project and provide input to ensure the proposals remained
feasible and realistic.
Meeting separately this way from the rest of the public was beneficial to the
process. The discussions became more focused and created an environment
that would invite members to openly express their opinions and perform critical
investigation into the study’s primary objectives. Together, long-time residents,
entrepreneurs, artists, and philanthropists dove deeper into specific issues,
sorting out those ideas which were highest in priority and would determine the
study’s ultimate outcomes.
Similarly, the
project team
facilitated a
Business Focus
Group to discover
ways in which
property owners
in the Village’s
commercial
districts could
assist in
the physical
transformations
of significant roadway corridors. In these work sessions, the participants could
voice concerns over frontage standards that might affect access into their
properties, signage visibility, and maintenance requirements. Securing the buyin of these community members was critical, too, making sure the aesthetic
being created at the streetscape could be carried through where rights-of-way
meet property boundaries. Engagement like this spurred their interest in making
investment in their properties and buildings and conversations brought to light
the ways in which partnership between businesses and the Village might drive
economic growth.
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Steering Committee
Village of Grafton Administration
• Mayor David DiVencenzo
• Joe Price - Village Administrator
• Linda Bales - Special Projects
Coordinator
• Amy Barnhart - Clerk-Treasurer

NOACA
• Katie Sieb

City Architecture
• Alex Pesta
• Krysta Pesarchick

Poggemeyer Design Group
• Lauren Falcone
• Greg Bieszczad
• Doug Nusser

Boulevard Studios
• Christine Meske

Representatives
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alice Baldwin
Bill Baldwin
Jim Barnhart (VFW)
Dan Clark (Village Police)
Sharon Duffner
Joe J. Filipiak
Joe T. Filipiak
Steven Fleming
Phillip Gabel (ODOT)
Adele Infante (Midview Library)
Melissa Janowski (Kiwanis)
Paul Justy
Bob Kois
Carlee Mahajan
Frank Major & Dr. Bruce Willingham
Jr. (Midview Schools)
Beth Plas
Tim Strah (Council member)
Kat Solove & Sara Tillie (Lorain
County Public Health)
Dave Wildenheim
Jim Ziemnik (Lorain Metro Parks)

Stakeholder Interviews
Zeroing in even more, the team conducted phone interviews, worked email
threads, and held meetings with key stakeholders to tap critical perspectives
regarding the future of the Village. Major players from the community, including
individuals from the Steering Committee, ODOT, NOACA, Village engineering, and
the local schools gave input on everything from vehicular and pedestrian traffic
and parking to landscaping and signage. Information from these interviews
was brought back to the project team and Steering Committee for review and
consideration in setting the project goals and objectives.

Community Meetings
It was, perhaps, the community meetings that were the most lively and engaging.
Open to all in the Village, these well-advertised forums were essential to
establishing two-way communication between the project team and residents.
Following brief introductions and an overview of the study, participants were
invited to meet with project team members at a variety of stations with topics on
identity, connections, resources, and future possibilities. Many of the stations
encouraged interaction and input, allowing residents to “mark up” aerials and
imagery with Post-It™ notes, colored dots, and markers. Questionnaires and
conversation, too, provided a platform for downloading crowd-sourced data of
sorts that could be applied to project initiatives and concept development for
presentation at subsequent meetings.
Participants included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tina Bakos
Jim Bechtold
Marian Carter
Marilyn Clement
Matthew A. Dukles
Diana Kazmierczak
Andrea Kryszak
Mary Ellen Kuhn

•
•
•
•

Carole Lash
John Lescher
Ann McDonald
Mark & Georgette
Mihaljevic
• Gregg Miller
• Lynn Morgan
• Tami Mullins

• Wayne & Nancy
Reisinger
• Lynne Schroeder
• Marianne Skalba
• Chris Smith
• Tami Smith
• Darla Strah
• Diana Walsh

Community-Wide Survey
Residents and community members who were unable to attend the meetings
or perhaps felt reticent about expressing opinions in a public setting still had
a chance to weigh in on their experiences in the Village and their thoughts
regarding its future. A survey prepared by the project team was made accessible
in several formats and locations, including the websites of the Village and
Grafton-Midview Public Library, Village newsletter, and paper copies at the library
and Sparkle Market. Results, presented throughout this report, further informed
the project team and committees of the primary issues the Village faces and
helped focus the team’s attention in prioritizing initiatives and areas of study.
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Public Comments
Based on the engagement questionnaire results, the following are among the
key takeaways from this feedback process:
• Grafton’s old feel, look, history, and friendly community are valued
• Downtown lacks businesses; there is desire for more food options and specialty
shops
• Downtown also could have more gathering places, ability to watch trains, a movie
theater, and better sidewalks
• Types of growth preferred: steady growth, in vacant buildings, in downtown, new
housing (including senior housing), more food, destination spots, recreation, and
access to schools
• Types of growth not preferred: fast-rate, big retail, low quality housing, and buildings
over 3 stories

In addition, the community online survey provided more specific data about
residents’ perspectives on the Village. The results are distributed throughout this
report in the form of charts and graphs under the “Community Voices” headings.
The community online survey consisted of a 21-question Survey Monkey tool.
Questions were developed using feedback from the Steering Committee meeting
and first public meeting to better examine the transportation strengths and
weaknesses related to connections in the Village. It was hoped that the survey
results would assist the consultants in identifying areas for improvements and
prioritizing study initiatives. The Survey Monkey web link was posted on the
Village website and Facebook page and the library website. In order to better
reach the entire Village, paper copies of the survey were distributed at Village
Hall, Grafton-Midview Public Library, and Sparkle Market. In 2018, survey
responses were collected from October 18th through November 27th, giving
residents and visitors adequate time to respond before the busy holiday season.
During this time frame, 157 responses were received, which calculated to
an approximate 7% response rate.
The Village and consultants were
pleased with this response rate. In
addition, many of the respondents
gave important open-ended feedback
to transportation connections in the
Village.
Some important highlights from the
demographic portion of the survey
were used to frame the planning
process. Community voices are very
important in any planning document
and this study was no different.
• The majority of respondents were
residents and the majority were
9 | Envision Grafton TLCI Plan

Respondent Demographics
• Majority of respondents were
residents (65%)
• Majority of respondents lived
on Novak, Woodland Chase,
Mechanic, Chestnut, Sunshine Ct,
Hunting Hollow, Oak Street
• Majority of respondents were
between ages of 35-44 (23%), 5564 (21%), and 65 or over (23%)
• Majority of respondents did not
have children in the schools
(63%)
• If did have children in schools,
children were taking bus to school
(28%) or being driven (19%), while
less than 1% each responded
walking/ biking
• Majority of respondents would
allow children to walk/bike if safe
pathway (36%)
• Majority of respondents did not
work in the Village (81%)
• Majority of respondents working
in Elyria, Westlake, Cleveland,
Retired and Avon

long-term residents (over 15 years,
which was on par with what was
anticipated. Grafton has a strong
history of civic engagement and
residents have always had an
influence on the past and future
of the Village. Respondents to the
survey were typically older and did
not work in the Village. Again, this
was anticipated, as the Village is
primarily a bedroom community.

5%,

• Important destinations in the Village
were ranked and it was no surprise
that the Library, Restaurants and
Post Office were at the top of the
list. Connections from the north and
south to these destinations, which
are concentrated along SR-57 in the
downtown, were important in this
planning process.

Less than 2 Years
2-5 Years
6-10 Years
11-15 Years
Over 15 Years

25%
50%
10%,

• Some comments from the first
community meeting alluded to
a possible disconnect between
residents in the northern portion
of the Village versus those in the
southern. For example, northern
residents were either not aware
of the amenities in the rest of the
community and just headed north for
goods and services or they chose not
to use them. There was a concern
that only the southern residents
would participate in this survey.
However, the consultants could track
respondents by neighborhood and
found they were equally disbursed
in all quadrants of the Village, not
just the “northern” or “southern”
portions.
• Majority of respondents plan to
stay in the Village, but if they were
planning to leave, they cited specific
reasons, including moving out of
their parents’ home; retiring and
moving back home; need for pet
friendly rentals; need for lower
utilities; and need for lower taxes.
These comments will be useful to
the Village as they strive to meet the
needs of all residents.

How Long Have
You Lived in
Grafton?

10%,

Do You Plan on
Staying in the
Village?

5%,

Less than 2 Years
2-5 Years
6-10 Years
11-15 Years
Over 15 Years

25%
50%
10%,
10%,

90%

Important

Destinations in the
Village

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%

81%

75%

30%

68%
49%

20%

39%

40%

Village Parks

Village Hall

10%
0%

Library

Restaurants

Post Office

MetroParks
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Grafton’s Heritage
The proud, storied heritage of Grafton first began when
brothers Jonathan and Grindall Rawson of Massachusetts
first visited the land that their father, Samuel, had
purchased in 1816 from the Connecticut Land Company.
Alongside his wife, Dolley, and his brother, Jonathan built a
cabin in a lot located in what is present-day Grafton.

companies called it “Grafton Station”, and “Grafton”
became the official name when the Village was organized in
1877.

Soon after, Grindall married and built another cabin, this
one opposite of today’s Willow Park. Around the same
area, a sawmill was constructed, eventually leading to the
development of a grist mill in 1826. By this time, more
people were settling into the community.
In 1853, a Western Reserve investor from New York,
Charles Fowler, bought all of Jonathan Rawson’s land,
understanding future prospects of the newly built railroad
in town. Two years later, his son, Charles Augustus, had the
property surveyed and platted into 139 lots, with 24 lots
added on the north side of the railroad tracks, becoming
the first true allotment in what is currently Grafton.
Sandstone was discovered in 1849 near present-day
Parsons and Indian Hollow Roads, and in the Willow
Park area in 1877. People moved to the area seeking
employment at the sandstone quarries. The adjacency of
the railroad helped make this a booming industry in the
town for decades.
As the railroad industry helped to shape the Village, it
also is responsible for giving it the name of Grafton.
Originally, the railroad town was called “Rawsonville” by its
citizens, after its original founders. Meanwhile, the railroad

As the railroad industry boomed and additional tracks were
laid, the town began to expand with a station, hotels, and
additional residents. Several mills were built and expanded
to provide for the expanding community. Even though it no
longer serves it’s original purposes, the Mechanic Street
mill, built in 1883, which served as the former Sunshine
Biscuits headquarters, now serves as a grain storage
facility.
Iron castings became the new industry in town as
Cleveland’s Osborn Manufacturing Company opened
a foundry in 1920. Throughout the course of several
decades, additional industrial businesses were established
and operated until the 1990s. Following this industrial
legacy, a variety of small manufacturers can be found in a
commercial district on Commerce Court.
As the town continued expanding and with limited available
space in downtown, businesses moved north, which
had been primarily farmland until the 1950s. Today, this
remains the location of most of the Village’s commercial
activity and new housing developments with room for
continued growth.
The Spitzer Family started its Lorain County legacy in
1904 in the Village of Grafton. George and Harriet Spitzer
used their entire savings to start a small country hardware
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store. Later, they added a livery stable to complement the railroad industry.
They also rented horse drawn buggies to the travelling salesmen, who needed
transportation once they arrived by train to Grafton. As buggies were replaced
by cars in the 1920s, the Spitzers started car dealerships. Each new business
they created seemed to stem from the original hardware store, including coal,
building and selling houses, concrete blocks, and a gas station. By the 1960’s,
the second generation of Spitzers were involved in land development, farming,
building supplies, finance, auto leasing, and natural gas.
Grafton remained the original location for the Spitzer Management dealerships,
which at one time had dealership located in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Florida,
until 2007. Spitzer
Hardware and
Supply Company
is still an icon in
Grafton’s Downtown
today, four
generations later,
selling hardware
and supplies to the
Village of Grafton. It
recently celebrated
at Grand Reopening
to coincide with the
Village celebrating
its Bicentennial in
2017.

Folk Lore
The present-day Marathon gas
station property in downtown is the
site of the former historic Village
hotel. Rumor has it that this hotel
is where notorious outlaw Jesse
James stayed when he was hiding
out in town.
***
Stories tell of a “party island” that
was located directly across the
Black River from the historic hotel.
Young people would take a small
boat across the river to the island
and spend the day. Upon hearing
the dinner bell, however, they
would hurry back so no one would
go looking for them.
***

With a present day hustle and bustle on the north side of town and the
Downtown Main Street serving as a quaint village core, Grafton has a small
town feel while still offering services and amenities to its residents. Its variety of
public parks, iconic water tower, and quaint bedroom community environment
juxtaposed with iconic train whistles through downtown all contribute to this
community and symbolize what it truly means to call Grafton home.
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“Would like to see some destination spots.
Museums, entertainment, more evening hour
restaurants/clubs, activities at parks and
gazebo.”
- Community survey comment
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Commerce
New residential and commercial developments are concentrated in the northern
area of the Village, and these subdivision streets typically empty onto SR-57,
providing easy access to locations north of the Village. There is a concern that
this population who lives in the northern area and works in northern Lorain
County or even Cuyahoga County, utilizes Grafton as a bedroom community
along with the schools, and may not be as engaged in the community and its
activities or amenities (downtown, parks, etc.).

Commercial Activity
The Village presently gives off two polarizing and separate identities when it
comes to commercial activity and retail. In the historic downtown, locally owned
businesses dominate the market, while to the north, strip malls and chains serve
patrons. In addition, the former is friendly to pedestrians and outdoor leisure,
while the latter prioritizes motorist visitors due to their spread out geography
and set-back layout. Enhancing connections is necessary, especially as the
downtown has some heavy traffic generators (Village Hall, Post Office, Library,
etc.). Even better signage would help to allow for a better coexistence between
these two diverse (downtown vs. highway commercial), but very important
economic development generators of the community. Better connections will
allow the areas to become one, unified “Shop Grafton” retail area, as opposed to
the separated northern and southern areas.

Downtown
The commercial district in the Village Downtown features a mix of independently
owned businesses that help contribute to the authentic, local sense of pride
and community that is present. This downtown district is also very walkable
due to the presence of sidewalks and the close proximity and clustering of
establishments right up to them. The lack of chain businesses heightens sense
of place and uniqueness of the Village, a key asset for the downtown district that
sets it apart from other places. Banners, flower baskets, benches and a reduced
speed limit also visually identify the area for residents and visitors.

North of Downtown
SR-57 (Main St.) north of downtown features a very different commercial
atmosphere than that of downtown’s. While there are still local, independent
businesses, there are also strip malls and stand-alone stores with chains and
businesses spread more widely apart. Commercial activity, dining, and retail
establishments here are also geared toward automobile users despite the
existence of sidewalks, since they are more spread out, have large setbacks, and
are located along a busy roadway.
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Public Opinion
In order to understand the
connections within the Village, it
was also important to understand
where residents are purchasing
specific goods and services. Based
on survey results, residents are
utilizing the SR-57 commercial
corridor as a place to purchase
goods and services instead of
leaving the Village for restaurants
and banks or credit unions. They
are also utilizing the downtown
over SR-57 commercial corridor
for gasoline. In fact, over a third
of respondents are using the gas
station in the downtown, which
does generate drive-by traffic that
could potentially be captured in
the downtown.
Respondents are purchasing
the following goods and services
outside the Village: supermarket/
grocery/bakery (56%), medical
(65%), furniture/housewares
(84%) and clothing services (87%).
While some of these are offered
within the Village, residents are
making a choice to travel to them.
Some of these business types
could be targeted for filling vacant
buildings in the downtown or along
the SR-57 commercial corridor.
When specifically asked about
what types of goods/services the
responding residents would like to
see, dine-in restaurant ranked the
highest, followed by supermarket/
groceries, clothing store and carryout restaurant. These responses
are not atypical for a community
the size of Grafton. Residents like
to utilize the dine-in and carry-out
restaurants without traveling too

Community Voices
Where do you usually purchase goods/services?
far from their homes. Open ended
responses had multiple listings of
coffee shops and other small retail,
which could be welcome addition
sto the downtown. Respondents
are purchasing groceries, medical,
hardware/home repair items and
dine-in restaurant services outside
of the Village even through these
items are offered in the Village.
Reasons given for leaving the
Village include past history with
a service provider (e.g. family
doctor or dentist), lower cost, and
higher selection of goods. While it
would be difficult for a new service
provider to overcome past history
with a client, cost and selection
could be goals for existing and/
or future businesses within the
Village limits.
Based on this data and visual
surveys, we feel the commercial
areas do have sufficient traffic
to sustain them, and our
recommendations later in this
report review how to pull this
traffic further south, along SR57, and into the downtown. A
corridor wide wayfinding system,
with specific attention paid to the
downtown gateways, would better
direct residents and visitors to the
commercial points of interest in
the Village. A special improvement
district could be created to pay for
this type of signage project.

Do Not
Purchase/Use

Purchase in Historic Purchase from
Downtown
Commercial Area N
off RR Tracks/Erie

Purchase from
Outside Village

Supermarket/
Groceries/Bakery

1%

4%

39%

56%

Restaurant

2%

8%

64%

26%

Gasoline/Auto

3%

35%

29%

33%

Bank/Credit Union

3%

5%

55%

37%

Medical

7%

1%

27%

65%

Furniture/
Housewares

14%

1%

1%

84%

Clothing Stores

12%

1%

0%

87%

Which goods/services would you like to see available in the Village?
60%
50%
40%
30%

57%

20%

39%

34%

35%
24%

10%

21%

0%

Which goods/services are offered in the Village, but you purchase
outside of the Village?
70%
60%
50%
40%

63%

30%
20%
10%

48%
36%
24%

30%

30%

36%

0%
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Grafton’s Image
While much of the Village’s housing is smaller in size and older in age, there
are also newer developments constructed, especially toward the outskirts of
town. This unique dichotomy presents an interesting identity. This dichotomy
was vocalized by the public at the first public meeting, held on September 6,
2018: “Grafton has two images, one is modern and the other is historic and old
fashioned.” Another quote was “We want to be a drive-to community, not a drivethru community.” Attendees felt the divide between the northern and southern
portion of the Village was at Grafton Lanes Bowling Center on SR-57.

Downtown Gateway
The existing primary entranceway into Grafton’s historic downtown district
lacks a noticeable and official gateway. It is indistinguishable where downtown
begins and ends, as there is no signage, wayfinding, landmarks or other unique
designation. There is also no aesthetic and visual appeal, yet this is a location
many people see, both residents and visitors alike. For those traveling through
Grafton for the first time, the bend from SR-57 at Parsons Road heading toward
the railroad tracks can be visually intimidating and uncomfortable for both
vehicular and pedestrian traffic.

Village Branding
Currently, the Village does not have uniform signage, wayfinding, or gateway
elements. When entering the community, there is never a grand, formal
gateway, nor is there consistency in the signage that is used. There are some
personalized, quaint welcome signs that were installed around the time of
the bicentennial, but there are also small, nondescript, and generic entrance
notices. Currently, the Village does not have a uniform signage system that
utilizes a standardized brand, logo, and tagline. A family of wayfinding /
branding signs typically includes: major gateways, minor gateways, vehicular
directional, pedestrian directional, identification and regulatory signs.

Walkability
Traveling by car is the predominate form of transportation in the community,
which is evident by the poor--and sometimes nonexistent--sidewalks and
pedestrian realm throughout the Village. There are locations with excellent
connections with safe, walkable spaces, but there are others that lack
fundamental pedestrian features, discouraging travel by foot. Missing
sidewalks were indicated as Grafton’s biggest challenge by respondents to
the survey, and were also listed repeatedly in the open ended responses. The
goal of any community should be 100% walkability, not only as a planning
best practice, but more importantly, to better serve all populations that live in
and visit Grafton. Physical barriers, if not fixed, can sometimes lead to mental
barriers.
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Public Opinion
Railroads/trains was the
overwhelming response from
respondents when asked what
image best represents Grafton.
As mentioned previously, Grafton
was built as a railroad town, even
deriving its name from the Grafton
Station stop on the train through
town in 1877. The railroad still
plays an important role in the
Village of Grafton today.
The most important asset,
according to survey respondents,
was not a physical asset, but an
attribute - “a hometown feel.” This
attribute is something a community
either does or does not have; it
cannot be fabricated. This feeling
should play into the Village’s theme,
image and branding. The Village
can “sell” this, as it is a desirable
attribute that the majority of current
or potential residents of all ages
want in a place they live, work, and
play. It was interesting to note that
the Metro Parks ranked almost as
highly as safety as an important
asset. The Library and schools were
both listed repeatedly in the openended comments. All of these are
signs of a strong community.
Additionally, survey respondents
gave first impressions of the Village
entering from all directions. The
majority of the responses were very
positive and related directly to a
strong community with “hometown”
feel. The negative comments
identified blight, lack of greenery/
trees, lack of theme/ not cohesive/
disjointed, empty/underutilized/
vacant/rundown buildings,
difficult railroad crossing, difficult

Community Voices
4%

intersection at Parsons and SR-57,
lack of signage, and weeds.
A branding campaign focusing
on the strong railroad history
of Grafton is an important next
step. The train traffic of two CSX
routes (50-60 trains a day), the
infrastructure (watch tower, retired
train car), and overall history are
all there to support this authentic
brand. The Village does have the
potential to be an entertainment
draw, which survey respondents
and meeting attendees alike stated
was missing in town. Improvements
which address the negative first
impressions to the Village from all
directions and a comprehensive
wayfinding system will be necessary
to curating the Village’s brand to
residents and visitors.

Grafton’s Image /
Identity

4%

6%
7%

53%

Railroad/Trains
Downtown
Village Seal
Clock
Parks
Gazebo

23%

Grafton’s Most
Important Asset

44%
77%

Hometown Feel
Safety
Location

43%

Size
Metro Parks

“Grafton: An American
Heritage Town.”
-Community Member Idea

45%

52%

First Impressions of Grafton

“It would be awesome to
have the small time feel
with the big time venue
of stores that offer goods
to our community.”
-Community Survey response
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Priority Initiatives
Some of the primary tasks of the project were to evaluate
the Village’s transportation and land use planning. This has
been done through numerous avenues including reviewing
past planning efforts, field visits, traffic counts, mapping,
various forms of public input (steering committee meetings,
public meetings, focus groups, and surveys), and interaction
with elected officials and Village staff. The goal will be to
integrate the team’s findings into specific projects that will
strengthen community livability. The most effective way to
bridge planning with results is to give a community a list of
Priority Initiatives.
The initiatives identified here an throughout the report
have been purposely divided by location for easier
implementation: Village-Wide Considerations, Commercial
District, Parks & Trails, Neighborhoods, and Historic
Downtown District. The initiatives were developed based
on input received from elected officials and staff, the
public through meetings and surveys, and the consultants’
experience with these types of projects. Steering Committee
members were given a chance prioritize all of the initiatives
by ranking them from 1 through 5, with 1 being the most

important to see implemented. The consultants further
enhanced the initiative list by outlining the primary
requirements related to the implementation of these
initiatives. These factors include public process, community
advocacy, public policy action, zoning change, public capital
investment and private investment. This allows the Village
to understand exactly what is needed to move towards the
implementation of these projects. More information on
these components can be found in the implementation
chapter at the end of this report.
Village-wide and Commercial District TLCI Plan Initiatives
are listed and ranked in the chart below. Some of
these are straightforward, like the addition of missing
sidewalks through a comprehensive sidewalks program,
the construction of curbs and gutters, and narrowing of
excessively wide curb cuts (driveways) as street projects are
completed. Others are a little more complex. For instance,
a business improvement district or special improvement
district (BID/SID) is a funding mechanism in which property
owners pay a fee or tax that is redirected into a fund
earmarked for improvements or services within the BID/SID

ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking Initiative Name / Location

Village-wide Considerations
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
#7

Install new sidewalks on both sides of the street where missing
Create Downtown Special Improvement District for funding mechanism / opportunities
Cultivate Village identity (Railroad, water tower, etc. - ref community survey responses)
Village-wide signage / wayfinding plan and packages for implementation (vehicular, trail markers, mile markers, etc.)
Establish N. Main St. design review district and guidelines / standards to be applied to new / existing businesses
Wayfinding package throughout Village (indicate parks, downtown, other destinations)
Create downtown parking strategy / policy to capture redevelopment (shared - zoning requirements)
Incorporate new banner program along Main St., including north of tracks, commercial district
Install curbs (and gutters, eliminating drainage ditches) in more urbanized areas
Develop Village-wide Thoroughfare / corridor mapping, establishing roadway guidelines / standards
Narrow excessively wide curb cuts at commercial establishments along Rt. 57

Commercial District
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Protected bike lane or off-road multi-purpose trail
Decorative fence or mural to screen parking at auto repair shop (north of Parsons) for southbound
Develop frontage standards (tree lawn, street trees, landscaping enhancements, fencing)
Continue pedestrian-scaled, ornamental lighting along Main St. sidewalks from downtown
Study redevelopment opportunities along Main St. between Erie St. and Parsons Rd. (establishing best land use & densities)
Potential sites: 2 vacant lots south of and across from bowling alley
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boundaries. These improvements and services can range
from infrastructure to street cleaning, signage and even
management and promotion of the area.
Creating community identity or further promoting an
existing identity through branding is especially popular
right now. When survey respondents were asked to identify
the image that comes to mind when they think of Grafton,
overwhelmingly they identified the railroad. In addition
to this theme, the most important asset was Grafton’s
hometown feel. Both of these items could be woven
together into a branding campaign to target existing and
future residents and visitors. A Village-wide wayfinding
system could also build on this theme by utilizing an agreed
upon logo and a tagline for signage throughout the Village.
Specific types of signage that are needed include major
gateways, minor gateways, vehicular directional, pedestrian
directional, identification, and regulatory signs. Directional
and identification signs are necessary for the parks,
downtown, and major traffic generators and destinations
(Village Hall, Library and Post Office). Banners for both the
commercial area to the north and the historic downtown
could also be included in this wayfinding system.
The types of signage and streetscape elements to
be installed in the downtown could be guided by the
creation of a design review district with design guidelines
and standards. These standards would not only guide
improvements to existing buildings, but also new infill
development. Grafton has a certain standard in its historic
downtown, and it helps give the community that hometown
feel that would support the railroad identity. Legislation
that includes boundaries and guidelines for the Design
Review District would need to be approved by the Village
Council. Projects in this area would then have to make an
application to the Design Review Board prior to starting
construction. A good reference for developing the new
guidelines is the Secretary of Interior’s “Ten Standards for
Rehabilitating Historic Buildings”.
In addition to design standards, legislation guiding
downtown parking should also be examined. Downtown
parking was calculated as part of this planning project.
There were over 150 public parking spaces in the downtown
area at the start of the TLCI study. When this was revealed
at the first public meeting, many audience members were
surprised at the large number of spaces. In many smaller
downtowns, residents and visitors will say they have a

This is a selection of signs from one community’s signage and wayfinding
package. Notice the cohesiveness of the unified logos, colors and
text styles. The Village could take a similar approach to bringing in a
consultant to assist with developing a master identity and complete
wayfinding package that could be implemented in stages.

parking problem, mostly because they want to park with in
the sight line of their destination. Perceived parking issues
can be alleviated through the development of a parking
strategy and education to show residents and visitors
where to park, typically through mapping and signage of
public and private parking areas. Shared parking options
should be examined - churches could allow weekday and
evening parking or 9-5 businesses could allow after-hours
parking in their lots. Proper signage (under the wayfinding
plan) will be key to implementing a successful shared
parking program. The Village can also examine its parking
minimums in its Zoning Code and better align parking
requirements to demand. Balance is key to planning for
parking in a downtown - too many spaces wastes valuable
real estate, while too few spaces may discourage patrons.
A Village-wide Thoroughfare Plan is another planning
document that could assist the Village with preserving the
hometown feel while addressing pressures of development
from the north. Thoroughfare planning is a long-range plan
that identifies the location and types of roadway facilities
that a community would need to address any long-term
growth. Specific projects are not planned for, instead plans
are made for future transportation system development
and expansion. Mapping, guidelines, standards and overlay
zones could be considered to protect the Village’s image
and hometown feel.
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Cultivating an Identity
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7

1
6

1. Install new sidewalks on both sides
of the street where missing
2. Provide new decorative crosswalks
to increase awareness & safety of
pedestrians
3. Village-wide signage / wayfinding
plan
4. Incorporate new banner program
along Main St., including north of
tracks, commercial district
5. Install curbs (and gutters,
eliminating drainage ditches)
6. Narrow excessively wide curb cuts
at commercial establishments
7. Develop frontage standards (tree
lawn, street trees, landscaping
enhancements, fencing)
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Transportation Network
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The existing traffic signal at the intersection of Main Street (SR-57) and Mechanic Street does not meet current standards, and therefore ,needs
replacement. Deficiencies include, but may not be limited to, the need for two signal heads with back plates for each approach and a lack of
sufficient traffic volumes to meet the minimum requirements to justify a signal.
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Existing Conditions
Traffic Study
Transportation is at the heart of the purpose of this
study, integrating transportation and land use planning
to strengthen community livability. The transportation
component has been tailored to support the planning
level of the study, with an emphasis on utilizing available
information to avoid the cost of collecting new data. The
study scope from the Village’s initial Request for Proposals
also explicitly called for detailed traffic signal warrant
counts and analysis for four intersections in the Village
as shown onGlendalough
the mapAvenue
below. These intersections include
1.) Main Street (SR-57) and Novak Road; 2.) Novak Road
and Elm Street; 3.) Main Street (SR-57), Willow, Elm, and
Chestnut Streets which all currently have stop sign control.
The fourth intersection, Main Street (SR-57) and Mechanic
Street, is signalized.

presented in the appendix shows a definite Village-wide
pattern of crashes along Main Street (State Route 57). In
general, crashes are not clustered at the intersections.
While certainly not a full safety study, these observations
were one factor that led to the later focus on the downtown.
The downtown crash data should be investigated in more
detail during the design phase of any related downtown
improvements.
Village of Grafton
Downtown Crashes
2015-October, 2018

Crashes
Crashes for the 2015-2018 period were downloaded
for
the entire Village at the start of the overall planning
Commerce Road
effort. An overview in the form of the crash location maps
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Online Ohio Department of Transportation (ODOT) records
indicate there are no established speed zones within the
Village, which means that legal speed limits are set by Ohio
Revised Code §4511.21. Based on this ORC Section, 25
mph should be the posted speed limit everywhere in the
Village corporation limits, however, 35 mph should be the
posted speed on state routes or other through highways
outside business districts, and a 15 mph speed limit should
be posted for alleys. Currently posted speed limits typically
conform to the ORC requirements.
SR-57 is posted as a 25 mph business district beginning
about 150 feet south of Willow Street (near the five-way
intersection) to the beginning of the three lane section
North of Erie Street and the second railroad crossing.
ODOT has a role in setting the speed limits because Main
Street is an extension of the state highway system within
the Village. The definition of a business district requires that

fifty percent or more of the frontage between intersections
be occupied by buildings in use for business, and as such,
the historic downtown along Main Street is classified as
a business district. Any potential changes to the posted
speed limit along SR-57 outside of the downtown would
need to be discussed with ODOT, either as part of the
Main and Mechanic Street intersection changes that are
recommended as a part of this plan or in the future.

Street/Willow Street, and Main Street (SR-57) and
Mechanic Street. Of these four intersection locations, only
the Main Street (SR-57) and Mechanic Street intersection is
currently signalized.

Traffic Signal Warrants
Signal warrant requirements are found in Chapter 4C,
Traffic Control Signal Needs Studies, of the Ohio Manual of
Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways
(OMUTCD). This manual is Ohio’s version of uniform
national standards going back to the 1920’s for justifying
the use of traffic signals and recognizing that traffic signals
have the potential
downsides of
possibly increasing
crashes and traffic
delays. The warrant
requirements
restrict the use of
signals to locations
where national
experience has
shown that the
benefits provided
by signal control
exceed the
One of the intersection diagrams created
downside of costs.
by the traffic study illustrating turning
Main St . & Elm St . - T MC
Thu Sep 6, 2018
Full Leng th (7AM-7PM)
All Classes (Lig hts, Articulated Trucks, Buses and Sing le-Unit Trucks, Pedestrians)
All Movements
ID: 560031, Location: 41.270164, -82.051594

Provided by: Loukas Eng ineering
232 19th St. NW, Canton, OH, 44709, US
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movements and vehicle counts.

The Ohio Revised
Code, §4511.11 requires local authorities to place and
maintain traffic control devices in accordance with the
OMUTCD. Subsection (C) also states:
“No Village shall place or maintain any traffic control signal
upon an extension of the state highway system within the
Village without first obtaining the permission of the director
(of transportation).”
The existing signal at Mechanic Street has been issued
such a permit: Number 313, dated December 18, 1934.

Warrant counts are required to include individual vehicle
movements in 15 minute increments over the highest
eight hours of an average day. To provide this data, turning
movements were recorded on video from 7:00 AM to 7:00
PM on Thursday, September 6, 2018. This data was then
post processed to provide movement counts in 15 minute
intervals which are summarized in the appendix.
Traffic signal warrant calculations were made using PC
Warrants 2 software, following the OMUTCD requirements.
This includes a series of traffic volumes within a set
period of time combinations which vary depending on site
conditions, such as number of approach lanes or other
site characteristics. The Village is a community with a
population of less than 10,000, so the requirements in
many calculations are 70% less than the numbers required
for larger cities. Reports for each of the four intersections
studied are included in the appendix showing the values
used in the calculations and the conclusions.

Novak Road and Elm Street
A traffic signal was
not found to be
warranted at this
location, nor was a
pattern of crashes
found that might
be corrected by a
new signal. Capacity
calculations for twoway stop sign control show good service with an average
east-west cross street peak hour delay of ten seconds. It
did not appear that this intersection drew much attention
during the planning process. If upgrades are considered
in the future, a mini-roundabout (a smaller diameter
roundabout, where larger vehicles can turn over the center
island) could be considered.

The intersections requiring warrant studies were Main
Street (SR-57) and Novak Road, Novak Road and Elm
Street, Main Street (SR-57) and Elm Street/Chestnut
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Big Ideas
Simplify the Main/ Chestnut/ Elm/ Willow Intersection
Separate the current five-way intersection into a series of three roughly spaced
tee intersections along Main Street at Willow, Elm, and Chestnut Streets.
Benefits include eliminating or spacing out conflict points to increase sight lines,
improve safety, and simplify the area for unfamiliar drivers. The Chestnut Street
intersection is an immediate priority that can be built with work the Village has
planned for 2019.

Eliminate the Main/ Mechanic Traffic Signal
Remove the 1934 traffic signal, which is not required by current traffic count
analysis. The current signal hardware is obsolete and requires updating, so
eliminating the signal entirely should result in a substantial cost savings. Twoway stop control should provide good service at peak hours and reduce off hour
delay. Pedestrian crosswalks should be maintained and improved as necessary
to protect those who walk in this area. Concerns about truck turns may still need
to be addressed as a part of curb work or other improvements planned in the
downtown along Main Street.

Low Cost Upgrades at Main and Novak
The poor alignment of the Novak Road lanes, on the east and west sides of Main
Street, may contribute to perceived problems at the intersection. Low cost new
pavement markings should help to alleviate left turn confusion while improving
both safety and capacity. The addition of a stop sign at the Rite Aid exit, though
not technically required, could also help clarify right-of-way for drivers.

Decide on a New Signal at Main & Novak
Recent traffic counts show that traffic volume has reached a point where a traffic
signal may be justified at this intersection. Since crashes are low, and calculated
stop sign service is good, it is a matter of judgment on whether the approximate
$100,000 cost of a new signal can be justified. The Village should open a dialog
with ODOT to consider the results from the suggested low-cost upgrades before
making a final decision on a new signal.

Re-Align Parsons Road at Main
A ninety degree intersection angle of Parsons Road approaching Main Street,
combined with a single lane approach, will improve the sight distance along
Main Street for drivers stopped on Parsons Road. This should also reduce the
tendency for higher speed turns to the right. This design should fit the available
right-of-way and should provide for shorter and safer pedestrian crossings.
Additional traffic count data will need to be collected and analyzed before
adopting this recommendation.
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Main St. and Novak Rd.

The warrant calculations show a traffic signal may be warranted at this location.
The preliminary review of crash data did not find a crash pattern at this
intersection. The capacity calculations using the counted peak hour vehicle
movements show that two-way stop sign control should give very good service
with an average delay of less than thirteen seconds for the eastbound and
westbound directions. Anecdotal reports from the Village indicate perceived
problems for the east and west movements at this intersection.
A review of the site found the eastbound and westbound lanes are not well
aligned which may be confusing to left turning drivers. The graphic above shows
recommended low cost pavement marking upgrades that can be implemented
immediately, and operations can then be evaluated before committing to the
cost of a new signal. A longer term decision to build a new signal remains a
matter of judgment, and should include consultation with ODOT as the final
authority for decisions regarding signalization for State Routes in villages.
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Main St. and Mechanic St.

The existing signal is obsolete because it lacks two signal
heads, with back plates, for each approach and should be
upgraded or replaced if it is to be kept in service. The traffic
counts and calculations found that the traffic signal is no
longer warranted. Capacity calculations using peak hour
traffic indicated that two-way stop sign control on Mechanic
Street should provide good results, with an average delay
under 14 seconds. All these combined factors appear to
favor removal of the existing signal.
Because of their excellent safety record and minimal delay
to traffic at off peak hours, there are no warrant limitations
on roundabouts. The need to provide for truck traffic at
this location implies a minimum roundabout diameter in
the range of 110-140 feet. Due to the area needed for a
roundabout, and the impact to the surrounding properties,
a roundabout alternative has not been given further
consideration as a viable solution. Public input on the
signal removal was mixed, with many favoring removal and
others concerned with seasonal grain truck traffic. Truck
turns were modeled to the southwest on Mechanic Street
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and show that semi-truck turns are indeed hindered by
existing curbs and utility poles. These intersection features
should be evaluated for upgrades as part of any plans to
improve Main Street into the downtown. The geometry of
the Mechanic Street leg southwest from this intersection
should be designed to accommodate trucks and to calm
traffic heading into the downtown parking section along
Main Street just to the northwest of Mechanic Street.
The decision to remove the existing signal needs to be
made in cooperation with ODOT/ along with simultaneous
discussion on the speed limits along Main Street (SR-57)
and plans for potential downtown parking alternatives/
improvements described elsewhere in this study. Traffic
signal removal is accomplished by informing the public of
the removal study through public media and informational
signage. The signal is then either flashed, or the signal
heads are covered, for a minimum of 90 days after
installing stop sign control. The signal can then be removed
unless data collected during the removal study period
shows the signal is still necessary.

Parsons Rd. and Main St.

Although the Main Street (SR-57) and Parsons Road intersection was not part of
the original study scope, further analysis was done at this intersection because
of its key location near the west end of the downtown area. Parsons Road is
an important collector serving the west side of the Village. This intersection is
characterized by narrow/limited right-of-way, a need for improved pedestrian
crossings, and a steep intersection skew at a tight curve on Main Street.
The illustration above shows that the existing curve radius is suitable for the 25
mph speed limit and Parsons Road can be realigned to reduce the intersection
angle for better visibility along with the use of a single lane approach on
Parsons Road. Further traffic counts will be needed to verify the capacity of this
arrangement.
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Main St. at Elm & Willow Early Studies
Traffic counts and calculations
indicate that a new traffic signal is
not warranted at this intersection,
although the complicated geometry
of this overall five-way intersection
requires more than routine
consideration. Numerous geometric
problems can be attributed to heavily
skewed angles of approach for side
streets at this five-way intersection.
As seen on the turning movement
diagram (page 26), the current
arrangement has a large number of
potential points of conflict. Fortunately,
these conflicts are not reflected in the
crash records.

Alternative 1 - Roundabout

Alternative 2 - Reconfigure / Reconnect
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A modern roundabout would seem
to be an ideal solution, but the
unevenly spaced angles of the five
approaches, and limited right-of-way
area, precludes any design large
enough to handle semi-trucks without
the acquisition of nearby houses and
property. An alternative design was
tried, as a more radical solution, with

Main St. at Elm & Willow Resolution
a cross street connection to Sunshine Court for providing
for emergency services in lieu of using Chestnut Street. It
is believed that the overall impact and financial cost of new
right-of-way acquisition for such a roundabout could exceed
the benefits at this time, although the exercise can be
useful for planning.
A more conventional second alternative envisioned a new
connection between Chestnut Street and Hickory Street
with two cross intersections at Main Street (SR-57). This,
along with a new Elm/Willow/Hickory intersection, offered
several theoretical benefits but was judged impractical
because it required the acquisition of several residences.

The third alternative that was developed separates the
single, multi-way, intersection into a series of three (3) tee
intersections with Chestnut, Elm, and Willow Streets nearly
evenly spaced along Main Street (SR-57). This alternative
appears to be a more practical solution. The Chestnut
Street relocation and realignment component is currently
moving forward as part of the reconstruction of Chestnut
Street from Main Street to Mechanic Street. The final
design of these intersections will need to consider use by
emergency vehicles from the nearby police and fire facilities
on Chestnut Street.

Alternative 3 - Three Tees
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Pedestrian Connections
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“I believe having a safe pathway
around the Village is important to
head towards town.”
- Community survey comment
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The pedestrian and bike connections, both
sidewalks and trails, that currently exist
throughout the Village are illustrated.

Sidewalks
The most apparent shortcoming regarding sidewalks in the Village is their lack
of continuity. While there certainly are areas with excellent, safe sidewalks—
especially through downtown—many of them end suddenly, forcing pedestrians
to walk, rather dangerously, next to the street. In some cases, someone on foot
may actually find that they must turn around entirely and use a different route.
The Main Street crossing at the train tracks especially exemplifies this issue.
These conditions present safety concerns and put limitations on non-motorized
accessibility through the Village.

Trails
The challenge that existing trails present in the Village is similarly a matter
of continuity and the need for better connections. Within each park, the trail
systems and sidewalks are generally in good condition, however, they often do
not provide park-to-park linkages, nor do they access other areas of the Village.
In addition, despite their functionality, some of the park trails are hidden away,
difficult to find, and lack visible and intuitive signage or wayfinding. The excellent
public greenspaces and trail segments the Village has in place today hold great
potential for a valuable, large-scale system of parks and greenways.
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Public Opinion
While automobile access is obviously
important, residents and visitors
want the opportunity to walk and
bike in the community where they
live or visit. Based on walking tours
and visual observations of the
Village’s vehicular and pedestrian
traffic patterns, it was surprising
that 53% of respondents stated
that they walk/bike along SR-57. A
lower number was anticipated due
to the amount of vehicular traffic,
numerous curb cuts, and lack of
sidewalks and bike lanes. When
asked why they weren’t walking
or biking, respondents mentioned
safety concerns, missing sidewalks,
and the inability to share road with
automobiles on SR-57, SR-83 and

Community Voices
Do you walk/bike along Main St / SR-57?

Parsons Road. Missing sidewalks
were mentioned repeatedly in
open ended comments, as well
as being quantified as the biggest
challenge in the Village. The majority
of respondents stated they are
walking/biking monthly (29%) or
weekly (18%). This translates to a
number of pedestrians and bikers
on the Village sidewalks and streets.
These residents are heading to the
downtown, post office, parks and
Metro Park, Library, restaurants
and walking/biking around their
neighborhoods. These destinations
are important in the connection
recommendations.
It was also important to determine
specifically how residents and
visitors are accessing the five Village
parks and the County Metro Park.
It was interesting to note that 53%
of respondents are visiting the
parks monthly and 24% are visiting
weekly. About 19% of respondents
stated they do not visit the parks
at all. The majority of respondents
are driving to the parks. The only
park that had more pedestrians
accessing it than automobiles
was Bicentennial Park, which
makes sense given its downtown
location and lack of dedicated
parking. Respondents did ask for
dedicated parking for Bicentennial
Park. Providing safe access for all
modes of transportation is a priority,
including specific signage directing
all forms of traffic to these important
recreational destinations and related
parking. Most of the open-ended
responses relating to Parks and
Recreation included a desire for
improved connections, paths, and
activities in all parks.
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Connecting the Dots
There are multiple solutions to help solve current issues surrounding the lack
of connections, accessibility, and convenience to Grafton’s parks and trails.
The primary goal is to fill the missing gaps between existing trails, develop
or enhance existing key nodes that can serve as gateways into multiple
neighborhoods, and, as a result, strengthen pedestrian connections.
The above diagram was an early study of general locations and orientations of
possible new connections within the Village that would provide a more unified,
continuous network of trails and sidewalks. These concepts were then studied
and designed in more detail, and the result is the map on the page to the right,
truly conveying the sense of connection possible with these improvements.
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New Multi-Purpose Trailheads
ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Initiative Name / Location

Parks & Trails

Install footbridge, path, trailhead and light fixtures to access Metro Park from Main St. at Crews Thru site
Coordinate with Metro Parks to connect bridge to new trail within their park
Extend Metro Park trail along easement (at bowling alley) towards Main St. Create prominent signage, trailhead at road for visibility
Install multipurpose trail along north side of tracks from Railroad Park to Erie St. / Main St. intersection
Install walking paths at Willow Park
Establish "park standards" for improving consistency and ID with landscaping, wayfinding, other materials
Designate Downtown Trail as "Main Line, with Branch Lines, Spurs", etc. to further link spaces / destinations
Make connection between Commerce Dr. and Indian Hollow Metro Park
Investigate potential of fiberglass "sidewalk" product on side(s) of Parsons Rd. bridge to connect pedestrians & separate from traffic
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1. New trailheads would provide better
access and wayfinding to existing
trails
2. Changes in paving texture would
slow down bicycles and skaters at
trailhead locations
3. Structures and hardscape can
promote the trailheads’ identity,
provide seating
4. Landscape standards would improve
the aesthetic and reflect elements of
the park within

7

5. Bridges and pathways can connect to
existing trail system
6. Water fountains, trash receptacles,
and other site furnishings will make
the trails more usable

8

7. Better wayfinding and signage will
increase awareness for parks’ and
trails’ existence
8. New trail connectors can create
linkages to nearby parks and trails
9. Designated parking and sidewalks
will make accessing the trails easier
for all
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Neighborhoods
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“I like to visit Grafton. It needs to
preserve its railroad heritage. It could
use a beautification effort.”
- Community survey comment
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Existing Conditions
While Grafton does not have formal neighborhoods, there are certainly areas of
the Village that have a different feel or character. As such, it is important to look
at them both individually and as an interconnected whole.

Downtown Housing Stock
The housing in and around the historic downtown district features a mix of
ranch, split level, and two-story single family homes that are older in age. There
are some more historic homes scattered throughout the Village, and most of the
homes are of small to moderate size. The neighborhood is quiet, quaint, mature,
and fully built out with no new development.

New Developments and Neighborhoods
Farther away from the downtown, toward the outskirts of the Village, there are
more contemporary housing developments that have been recently built, as well
as several currently undergoing construction. These newer homes in planned
cul-de-sacs and subdivisions feature larger homes than the ones found around
downtown. These developments show Grafton’s continued growth and catering
toward new, younger residents, especially those with families.

Former School Building
A key location in the Village with a lot of potential is the currently vacant, old
Grafton Elementary School building and associated property along Elm Street.
This structure is surrounded by the downtown residential neighborhoods, yet
remains vacant. The former school building was placed on the National Register
of Historic Places on February 9th, 2008. The current property owner has plans
to preserve the existing historic building and renovate it into a vibrant mixeduse space that would complement the existing downtown residential area.
Plans call for work spaces for artists, a museum, restaurants, and retail space.
The property owner is currently working on various funding scenarios, and
preliminary architectural plans have been completed. Historic preservation and
adaptive re-use could transform this space into a new community asset.
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Land Use
The Village’s land use has changed substantially since its
last comprehensive planning effort and the 1990 Land Use
Plan. At that time, the Village had much less residential,
commercial, and industrial development, half the number of
parks, and much more agricultural lands and open space.
Today, the Village is mostly residential and agricultural,
with a mix of commercial and industrial development.
Expanded commercial uses are along SR-57 (Main Street),
which runs through the center of the Village, and include
small commercial strip centers and the historic downtown.
Industrial uses are also located off of SR-57, including
Commerce Drive Industrial Park. The Village recently
purchased approximately 709 acres of land just north of
the Lorain County Correctional facility for a solar park and
related industrial development. The Village abuts a large
institutional use in Eaton Township, the Midview Schools
Campus, which includes the high school, middle school
and three elementary buildings. The last building to be
constructed was the Middle School; it opened in 2012.
The Village’s total area is 4.74 square miles—4.71 square
miles of land and .03 square miles of water—and sits at
an elevation of 810 feet. Grafton is bordered roughly by
Eaton Township to the north, Grafton Township to the south,
Carlisle Township to the west and Lagrange Township to
the southwest. The Village sits along the East Branch of the
Black River.
Per the 2010 census, there are approximately 1008
housing units in the Village with a 73.3% owner-occupancy
rate. The majority of houses in the Village were built
between the 1940s and 1970s. Most the newer housing
stock is located at the northern end of the Village, while
homes located around downtown and towards the southern
end of the Village are typically older. A Village inventory

revealed that there are approximately 46 commercial and
residential parcels that are vacant and approximately 19
vacant houses and other types of buildings in the Village
per the Village’s 2018 CRA Housing Survey.
The biggest challenge and overall goal identified in the
1990 Land Use Plan was “to maintain a balance between
the newer developments occurring in the northern part of
the community and neighboring townships, and the older
sections of the community to the south, including the
downtown.”
Another goal was to “promote efficient movement of traffic
through the community, both for residents and for travelers
passing through the Village.” Even in light of the significant
land use changes since the 1990 study, it is notable that
this TLCI Study has revealed that these goals remain
relevant in 2019. Therefore, high ranking plan initiatives
center on connecting neighborhoods with formalized paths
and crossings at the schools and parks. Important links
will also be provided into the downtown and commercial/
industrial centers.
Studying land use in light of the plan’s primary initiatives
has meant looking at how the various uses are physically
linked to each other. Residential connections to the rest
of the Village, in particular, are important because the
community represents the primary supporter of Village
industry and businesses. Keeping residents shopping
local is one very important key to Village-wide economic
development. The Village will need to assist in promoting
economic development by providing better access for all
modes of transportation from these residential areas.
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Land Use (C

ontinued)

Commercial and Downtown
Commercial districts in Grafton center are primarily located on the Route
57 corridor, including the historic downtown at the southeastern end, bisect
the Village into west and east halves. Addressing accessibility to and within
these zones—for pedestrians and motorists alike—will involve completing
pedestrian pathways and sidewalks, overcoming functional challenges at key
intersections, and improving parking conditions in downtown. Wayfinding will
also be important, getting residents and visitors from one end of the commercial
corridor to the other. Our recommendations include ways to remove physical
and mental barriers between the more highway commercial development on the
northern end of Route 57 and the more pedestrian downtown development on
the southern end of Route 57.

Industrial and Institutional
Representing the biggest employers in the Village, these uses are both near and
far from residential areas. Access to these zones are primarily by vehicle, thus
the study of traffic and roadway conditions that is a part of this effort is key to
maintaining and improving their viability. As industrial areas grow and change,
pedestrian access within and outside these zones should be created for better
connectivity to them, but also to other commercial centers of the Village. The
Village has an opportunity to provide connections to the new industrial area
proposed on the east side of the Village. Institutional uses, such as the Midview
School campus, should be connected for pedestrians and bikers, but this should
be further studied as there does not seem to be consensus on where to locate
the connection, nor on how to get pedestrians and bikers safely to the school
buildings once they are on campus. The majority of the surveyed public felt
that strong, safe connections are needed, the specifics of which will need to
be studied further for best access and use of space. A multi-purpose trail that
connects the residential neighborhoods to the Midview Schools Campus was the
highest ranked priority plan initiative in this category.

Recreational
As a treasured amenity to the Village community, better connected parks will be
a great benefit to all. Bringing people to the parks begins at their edges, where
dedicated parking, clear wayfinding, and easy access to trails and pathways
will be critical components to a vibrant and user-friendly system. From within,
linking the parks to each other will unify them, creating the sense of one large
park that reaches nearly every portion of the Village. The majority of the plan
initiatives deal with connections to the recreational areas, further cementing the
importance these areas have on the Village’s quality of life.
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Redevelopment Opportunities
Sometimes it takes a fresh set of eyes from outside a community to identify specific opportunities for redevelopment
that will enhance the livability of that community. Village administration, elected officials and even residents are focused
on the everyday activities of a community and may miss these opportunities. Based on site visits, a review of existing
documents and future plans, as well as conversations with the Village, information from their TLCI Application, and public
input from the residents, a number of key redevelopment sites have been identified that could support and enhance the
Village neighborhoods and nearby land uses.

Key Development Sites
1. Former Foundry Site: While this site is not ready
for redevelopment or for a use that encourages
pedestrian access at this time, this area should be
planned for as a potential redevelopment site in case
an opportunity presents itself in the future. Potential
plans may include recreational and/or commercial
redevelopment. The property does have a drainage
ditch/swale that could be utilized as a passive park in
the future. The Village may also encourage commercial
development on this site that makes use of this
existing environmental feature. Future connections
have been drawn on the east and west sides of the
property, north to existing neighborhoods and south to
the existing neighborhoods, downtown and Reservoir
and Willow Parks.
2. Myles Knechtges Subdivision: This subdivision, located
in the southeastern portion of the Village, has the
potential to be expanded with additional single-family
housing at the current dead ends of Willow and
Hickory Streets. A new connection is proposed at the
end of Hickory Street to Reservoir Park.
3. Nagel Property on Elm Street: This property is near
the railroad overpass and includes approximately 63
acres that is currently zoned industrial. A connection is
proposed through the property, which could serve as a
connection to the existing neighborhoods in the north
and to the south to the former Grafton Elementary
School building, existing neighborhoods, downtown
and Reservoir and Willow Parks.
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4. Demby Property on Main Street: This property is
directly across from the Bowling Alley on Main Street.
Plans for this area could include residential, either
multi- or single- family, or a combination of both.
Connections are proposed on the west (across Main
Street) and east (Huron Street) of the property. The
access across Main Street will connect with Indian
Hollow Metro Park, and the access at Huron Street
will connect north to the residential areas, south to
the Downtown, and ultimately to Reservoir and Willow
Parks.
5. Former Grafton Elementary School: As mentioned
previously, this property owner has plans for renovation
of the historic structure into artist studios, restaurants
and retail. This property has enormous potential to
add economic development and a tourist attraction
to the Village. Based on its close proximity to the
downtown and existing neighborhoods, this site is well
positioned to be a new community asset, beneficial for
not only existing residents, but also new residents and
visitors. Connections have been proposed north to the
neighborhoods, east to the future industrial park and
south to the existing neighborhoods, downtown and
ultimately Reservoir and Willow Parks.

1
3
4
5

2

#

Indicates corresponding development
site description on facing page

ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking Initiative Name / Location

Neighborhoods
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Multipurpose trail that connects residential neighborhoods to Midview Schools
Extend continuous sidewalks on Main St south of five-points intersection to Willow Park property
Create formalized crosswalk between Reservoir Park and Willow Park
Highlight Elm St. connection between North Park, and neighborhoods, past old school building to Downtown, Reservoir & Willow Parks
Encourage connection between Vivian Drive and Huron Street, across tracks to Center Street or Main Street (DT)
Encourage connection between River Estates and Willow Park
Redevelop old school building and property
Highlight Elm St. connection between North Park, and neighborhoods, past old school building to Downtown, Reservoir & Willow Parks
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Historic Downtown
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“The hometown feel of
downtown is important.”
- Community survey comment
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Existing Conditions
Arrival Points
Approaching the downtown district, whether from the north or the south, is
a loose and cumulative experience. As density increases and a few small
signs indicate arrival to Grafton, there lacks an inviting, iconic point that truly
announces one’s entry. Intersections with Parsons Road and the railroad
tracks on the north especially create ambiguity and supersede the amenities,
walkways, and curb treatments that might indicate an established town center.

Street Frontage
A sense of safety for pedestrians has gone by the wayside in favor of asphalt
expanses intended to serve vehicles only. Their dominance over pedestrian
pathways makes crossing them on foot confusing and dangerous. Drivers, too,
have little indication as to where entry and exit points into businesses actually
are, causing hazardous traffic patterns and problematic conditions for all. These
areas yearn for tree lawns and attractive landscaping bounded by raised curbs
that will better separate and organize sidewalks, crossings, and the roadway.

Right-of-Way
Tailored mostly for vehicles, Main St. is presently unaccommodating to
pedestrians and cyclists. Separate and designated sidewalks are lacking in
areas, giving way instead to large asphalt swaths intended to keep vehicular
access points wide open. These conditions result in motorists and pedestrians
having to tangle with each other, intermingling dangerously without protected
and controlled spatial designation. A lack of intuitive crossings along the wider
stretches of Main Street, too, pose a hazard to pedestrians trying to negotiate
their way across the road.

Downtown Consistency
As its name might suggest, Main Street through downtown Grafton is a charming
commercial district that serves as the heart of the Village. The framework of
what was once a lively rural town center remains, with glimmers of a new life and
future beginning to emerge again. Buildings front the street on both sides, the
businesses within them enjoying high visibility and easy access from on-street
parking. Lampposts, planters, and seating are an apt start to fully building out
Main Street with design language that will bring identity and vibrancy back to
downtown.
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Community Voices
Where does Downtown begin / end?
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Conducting data collection and an existing conditions
analysis goes way beyond just photos and base maps. While
information like this is a crucial part of the process, it was,
in this case, input from the community that completed the
picture and gave the design team a broader compilation of
data to interpret and build from. Walking through downtown
provided an initial sense of its challenges, such as those
that pedestrians face when visiting the district; hearing
these same sentiments from others who frequent the area
solidified these points.
Much of the data used to shape the proposals for downtown
originated from the Steering Committee and Business
Focus Group meetings, as well as the community survey.
Through these, the team was able to harvest feedback
regarding the overall feel of downtown, traffic frustrations,
safety concerns, and economic potential. The themes seen
in the responses underscored a desire to bring organization
and consistency to the streetscape and adjacent properties.
The plan’s initiatives were formulated in response to these
concerns, and, in many cases, a single solution can address
more than one of them at a time.

Main St Bends

At 5 Points

Mechanic St

“I want to see Grafton as the quaint
little Village it use to be, where everyone
wanted to visit and shop.”

“Small shops are not open when we
come to town for church meetings, etc.
Have often thought of stopping, but
their irregular hours, days that they are
closed, makes it difficult.”

For example, the need to develop frontage standards
emerged as the team studied concerns over vehicular
versus pedestrian travel patterns, the downtown’s lack
of cohesiveness, and disparate distribution of landscape
throughout. From these deficiencies arose a series
of design solutions that will seek to better define the
downtown district.
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Parking Analysis
Existing Conditions
Employees and patrons of businesses in downtown Grafton
enjoy the close proximity of spaces along Main Street and
behind the buildings, but, during busy periods, parking in
the district is at a premium. Currently there are over 150
spaces in the vicinity of downtown, a number that seems
high but feels like too few at times when the spaces along
Main Street are largely filled.
The on-street spaces on the west side of Main Street are
mostly head-in angled, and are easily accessed from the
southbound lane. A few parallel spaces are located on this
side as well, where the roadway width lacks the depth to
accommodate head-in. Some parallel spaces are scattered
along the east side too, located where the distance
between driveways can accommodate their length.
Even before the TLCI Study began, the Village looked at
ways to increase parking in off-street lots. Acquisition of
several parcels that now accommodate the new water tower
allowed the development of a small lot near the tower,

adding sixteen spaces to the center of downtown. The
Village is preparing to add another small lot here which will
bring an additional nineteen spaces. Across the way, off
Railroad Street, a parking lot that is partially owned by the
Village could be reconfigured more efficiently to add 20-30
spaces; the move would require partnership with the lot’s
other property owners but would be beneficial to all.

Proposing Back-In (Reverse) Angle Parking
A more modern concept in on-street parking, “back-in,”
or reverse angle, parking is surprisingly beneficial to both
drivers and streetscapes. Downtown Grafton is a perfect
place to showcase such a configuration because to do
so would require only a simple reversal of current angled
parking on Main Street’s east side.
Angled parking itself is fairly efficient as it relates to
potential yield along a length of curb, though it requires a
depth of eighteen to twenty feet, and thus a wider roadway
width. Parallel parking, of course, yields fewer cars along a
curb, requiring a full car length plus room for maneuvering

Existing Conditions
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into and out of each space, though it is appropriate when
the roadway’s curb-to-curb width is limited. In the case of
reverse-angle parking, the number achieved along a curb
line matches that of traditional angled spaces, yet the
depth can be reduced because of favorable driver visibility.
A car needs only to pull forward a short distance to see
around other parked cars as it enters oncoming traffic
when leaving the space. Conversely, with traditional angled
parking, the driver is deep within the spaces, thus requiring
that they back out quite a distance to see traffic—over their
shoulders no less—and thus the spaces must be elongated.
Entering a reverse angle space may seem daunting, but
is easy to learn and communities are typically quick to
adapt. The maneuver is a three-point motion, similar to
parallel parking in which drivers pull past the empty space,
signal, and reverse into it. Yet backing into an angled space
can generally be done with fewer frustrating adjustments
needed to center the car into the space. And because
the reverse motion is done from the street, unlike with
traditional angled parking, traffic is alerted to the need to

stop and wait, giving the driver ample room and time for
backing up.
A conceptual study of this style of parking on Main Street
through downtown yielded approximately fifty-four total
parking spots, very close to the fifty-six spaces currently
provided. To adopt reverse angle parking here would
improve the vehicular and pedestrian experience all around;
its functionality and appeal would have a positive impact
on economic investment in the district. Most importantly,
however, this parking style is safer, serving as an additional
traffic calming device and permitting a narrower cartway
width that will encourage motorists to slow down.
Restriping the parking into a reverse-angle configuration
preserves the quantity of spaces in downtown, but will
improve the safety of on-street parking for both parked
cars, pedestrians, and passing drivers. The reduced parking
depth will also free up space that can be incorporated into
the sidewalk and streetscape.

Proposed Concept
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REVERSE ANGLE
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Big Ideas
As an exercise, if the right-of-way was to be considered the limits of construction
for improving downtown, how much could be accomplished, just on public
property? Quite a bit, as it turns out. Of course participation and investment
on private property will be essential to a fully integrated downtown district, but
improvements in the public realm will provide the impetus for property owners to
do so.

Downtown “Main Street”
The Village of Grafton possesses a special charm—one that exudes a sense
of community, particularly in historic downtown, the heart of the Village. Its
locomotive heritage on display in this quaint district is unfaltering, begging to
be preserved and honored. Any updates and improvements to downtown must
keep expressions of its origins intact, melding carefully its traditional feel with
modernization and excitement.

The Pedestrian Experience
Not merely a byproduct of vehicular calming (or vice versa), an overarching
concept of many of the initiatives is improving how pedestrians use and move
about downtown. And, as many of them can be accomplished within the right-ofway, they are simpler to achieve with big results. For instance, curbs along the
roadways can be realigned to create bump-outs for shorter crossing distances,
coupled with railroad-inspired crosswalks to make pedestrians more visible to
vehicles and add a level of visual interest. Landscaping and wayfinding, too, will
enhance the pedestrian experience, strengthening the district’s sense of place
and its small town feel.

Reconfiguing the Right-of-Way
Furthering a mission to improve safety in downtown, revisions to the roadway
are intended to slow vehicular traffic as it passes through. Drivers tend to go as
fast as they feel comfortable—regardless of the posted speed limit—and currently
Main Street’s wide, straight alignment make speeding a common occurrence.
Visually narrowing the roadway in places will encourage drivers to slow down
while incorporating more green space into the downtown district. Because
these points are generally adjacent to existing on-street parking spaces, this
reconfiguration will also preserve Main Street’s current lane width and better
protect those spaces from through traffic.
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(TOP) Main Street is expansive, its width currently accommodating two lanes of traffic and on-street parking. Visual breaks, such as curbed bump-outs
for better protection of the parking and pedestrian pathways, would act as traffic calming devices with the added benefit of creating more landscaped
areas throughout downtown.

(BOTTOM) Ambiguity as to where the roadway edges lie creates safety issues for vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians alike. Frontage standards with reestablished curblines can improve these conditions and be done in a way that respects business and property owners’ needs.
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Priority Initiatives
The committee meetings and community survey at this point culminated in an
extensive list of ideas which the team re-framed into clear and specific initiatives
and organized by district and land use. They were then grouped logically within
a spreadsheet which identified the actions and resources needed to implement
each.
Its presentation back to the Village prompted further input that assisted the
team in ranking the initiatives by priority and feasibility. Generally, those that
ranked high in the downtown district category were tangible improvements
that focused on slowing down traffic, unifying the streetscape, and improving
pedestrian connections.
The top two, in particular, relate simply to repairing and adding sidewalks,
particularly as they come into downtown from commercial uses to the north and
over the railroad tracks. Identifying these easily attainable improvements and
implementing them first will be a good demonstration of the positive impact the
entire plan can have on the Village.
Most of the plan initiatives that ranked lower in priority are those that require
more study, partnership, and coordination. Rather than simple changes that can
easily be completed in the near future, these proposals are more visionary and
best slated for Grafton’s future. However, the consideration of approach and
design that they will require can begin right away.
A few that are indeed simpler in scope may easily be accomplished with those
identified as a more immediate need. For instance, restoring a mid-block
crosswalk in downtown might become part of the streetscape initiatives to
improve pedestrian connections. Curb bump-outs to encourage traffic calming
and capture more greenspace could also shorten the crossing distance here,
greatly improving pedestrians’ ability to cross Main Street safely. In the future,
the crossing could be further enhanced with a HAWK signal that would stop
traffic on demand to allow pedestrians to cross without vehicular conflict.
The initiatives found further down the list, therefore, do not necessarily lack
importance, but rather can be considered for incorporation as the proposals
from the study evolve. They are worth preserving in the slate of initiatives as
actions that will be spurred by the momentum of those that ranked higher.
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ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking

Committee Ranking
#1
#2
#3
#4

#5

#6
#7
#8

Initiative Name / Location

Historic Downtown District
Add sidewalks along all residential streets where lacking, and extending along Main St. from Parson's Crossing into downtown
Reestablish pedestrian connection across tracks on southwest side of Main St. that was removed
Create new trailhead connection at Crews thru site; connect to Metro Park via new trails and install bridge over river
Downtown Main St. streetscape improvements to set stage for core area, promote "Main St.", soften environ., sense of "arrival"
Reconfigure parking (parallel or reverse angle) to calm traffic, increase safety
Special "railroad track" paving at all downtown crosswalks to highlight arrival to center of town
Encourage planting of street trees on private property where public ROW is unavailable
Adopt "Downtown Amenities Package" standard to unify elements (benches, bike racks, trash / recycling receptacles, etc.)
Create corner bumpouts to shield parking, shorten crossing distances and infuse landscaping
Signage standards - Pole banner program, sign types, wayfinding
Celebrate Village history and heritage; Highlight amenities, destinations - look for opportunities to call out
Develop downtown gateway at Parsons Rd. / Main St. - focus on southbound traffic - create view corridor
Install directional identity signage to identify "arrival point"; create focal point on downtown wayfinding
"Ornamental" street trees (keep growth away from O.H. wires) between gateway and CSX tracks; landscaping
Extend curbed roadway towards perceived downtown entrances
Study redevelopment opportunities along Main St. between downtown and Parsons Rd. (establishing best land use & densities)
Potential sites: CrewsThru property; Automotive "junk" yard across the street'
Consolidate ownership of Railroad St. parking lot; restripe to maximize parking; consider shared / public parking (if not already)
Possible trail route along (Conrail?) tracks - extend from Railroad Park site north towards Erie St. & connect to broader network
Begin railroad identity at "RR xing" ahead sign
Special, customized light fixtures / monuments at designated moments - highlighting arrival points, etc.
Formalize parking and frontage on east side of road across from CrewsThru
Study opportunity site for gateway arch / pillars to frame view of downtown prior to tracks (north side)
Enhance landscape improvements / buffers at corner triangular pockets of land around Main St. and tracks
Develop Railroad Heritage Park for train-watching enthusiasts
Integrate observation platform near signal tower w/ designated parking area
Relocate former freight depot structure to park site
Study frontage options for Marathon property to formalize pedestrian zone and facilitate business operations
Possible mural on Spitzer building / property - art to recall history, Ford connection
Develop frontage standards for commercial properties
Restore "mid-block" crosswalk on Main Street and highlight with HAWK Signal
Link Main Street to parking areas (behind / west of buildings) with formalized walk / alley between properties
Work with business owners & employees to leave on street parking for customers
Library - Considerations for future expansion plans, event space needs / wants at former water tower park, potential mural location
Narrow Village Hall egress drive from former bank to increase landscape and simplify movements
Main & Mechanic intersection
Acquire and redevelop land in NW corner as small scale retail / office / mixed use / library expansion
Develop downtown gateway on south side of intersection - focus towards north-bound traffic
Possible mural on convenience store south wall to welcome visitors
Align curb in front of convenience store with curb on south side of intersection to narrow ped x-ing and focus traffic movements
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Downtown Streetscape & Frontage Standards
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1. Reconfigure parking (parallel or
reverse angle) to calm traffic,
increase safety
2. Special “railroad track” paving
at all downtown crosswalks to
increase pedestrian safety and
visibility while highlighting arrival
to center of town
3. Encourage planting of street
trees on private property where
public ROW is unavailable
4. Create corner curb bumpouts to
calm traffic and shorten crossing
distances for pedestrians
5. Adopt “Downtown Amenities
Package” standard to unify
elements (benches, bike racks,
trash / recycling receptacles,
etc.)
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Big Ideas
Within the multitude of ideas cultivated in the Understanding phase arose a set
of common themes. The themes pinpointed changes that would make positive
impacts on the downtown district and thus the team began to research ways in
which these ideas could be implemented effectively and beautifully.

Creating Gateways & Focal Points
Transition into a particular district begins with a noticeable change in “feel” as
one enters. Thus simple updates to site amenities, sidewalks and crosswalks,
landscaping, and even roadway edges can coalesce into a unique aesthetic that
suggests the arrival into downtown.
A gateway feature would punctuate this point, setting a tone for the district’s
identity and incorporating helpful wayfinding signage. Throughout downtown,
key focal points might carry through the theme in form and be constructed of
materials that reflect the character and aesthetic of the district.

Landscape Enhancements
Low cost and easy to implement, landscaping is a small way to make a big
impact to the visual appeal of a place. Canopy trees unify the streetscape while
understory plants soften and lend color. Lawn areas, too, play a significant role in
“greening up” the environs while creating space where people can sit or play.
Taking landscape a step further, rain gardens and biocells within a hardscape
may help to capture and clean excess storm runoff, thus adding to the
environmental benefit of plants overall.

Develop Frontage Standards
A physical separation between sidewalks and the roadway would create the
opportunity to add much needed green spaces while providing safer and more
intuitive navigation for people in cars and on foot. A raised curb, too, would
better protect new landscaping and tree lawns as well as provide a cleaner
edge condition along roads through downtown. These unifying elements, in
concert with others such as light poles and a banner program, will help complete
downtown’s aesthetic.
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Proposed Concepts

(TOP) Presently, intersection with the railroad lines muddies the look of Main Street at a critical point—where it enters downtown. There are
opportunities here to convert underutilized space in the right-of-way into landscape areas that would serve as a space for gateway elements, improved
signage, and a visual buffer between roadway and pedestrian pathways.

(LOWER) Visitors entering downtown from the north are presently greeted by wide expanses of asphalt and a pedestrian crossing at the railroad that
remains in disrepair. Enhancements here would seek to insert more green space, begin the streetscape pattern, and improve pedestrian connections
into and out of the district.
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Creating a Sense of Arrival
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1. Reestablish pedestrian
connection across tracks on
southwest side of Main St. that
was removed
2. Signage standards - Pole banner
program, sign types, wayfinding
3. Study opportunity site for
gateway arch / pillars to frame
view of downtown
4. Develop Railroad Heritage Park
for train-watching enthusiasts.
Integrate observation platform
near signal tower w/ designated
parking area
5. Study frontage options for
Marathon property to formalize
pedestrian zone and facilitate
business operations
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Implementation
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“Attracting new businesses. Making it easy for
businesses to grow. Making sure homeowners
keep up their property.”
- Community survey comment
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Next Steps
In addition to this document, proposed projects will require additional public process, community advocacy, public policy
action, zoning changes, public capital investment, public incentive funding and private investment for implementation.
Some of these initiatives will be quick, while others will take time. The Plan Initiatives Table outlines which initiative will
need these items for successful implementation, whether it is one, two, or all seven. If projects are combined between
land uses, funding sources may be more easily accessible by making larger, Village-wide improvements, thus increasing
the size, scope, and impact of the project. Many federal aid funding sources may be accessed through NOACA in
cooperation with ODOT. As highlights, the following are recommended:

Overall Village Consideration

Commercial District

Traffic & Roadway

Communities today are focusing on
branding, marketing, logo and tag lines
to create a stronger sense of place.
Building on the rich history of the
railroad seems to be the most logical
theme and was supported by public
input. This image would tie directly
into a Village-wide signage system,
banners, design review standards,
marketing and economic development.
Regarding overall infrastructure
improvements, sidewalks are a first
step to make connections in any
community, and Grafton is no different
with sidewalks (or multi-purpose
trails, walking paths) being listed in
every planning initiatives category.
Grafton will need to examine how to
work towards funding the addition
of new sidewalks for connections as
well as the replacement of existing
deteriorated sidewalks.

While the majority of the businesses
in this area cater to vehicular traffic,
public input showed that pedestrians
and bicyclists do use SR-57, as
well. In order to assist with these
alternative modes of transportation
and assist with connections between
the northern and southern portions
of the Village, recommendations for
specific infrastructure improvements
and redevelopment opportunities
have been outlined. Policy changes
for frontage standards will be
necessary along with the infrastructure
improvements for bike lane/trail,
screening and lighting.

Consultants spent a lot of time
studying the traffic patterns of the
Village along SR-57. Traffic counts,
existing reports, and site visits were
helpful to determine the best ways to
integrate transportation and land use
planning to strengthen community
livability. Safety and visibility, efficiency,
and clear right-of-way were all very
important issues. Improvements
made here will set the tone for the
community and assist with the other
land use components listed, as well
as community image and economic
development. Multiple projects are
proposed, and it may be beneficial
for the Village to combine projects in
order to secure funding. Projects listed
can be folded into the Village’s Capital
Improvement Plan and, for budgeting
purposes, programmed for funding.
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The charts on the following pages contain a wealth of information, they can be overwhelming at first glance. Their intention
is to provide the Village with all the information and tools they need to implement the projects and recommendations that
were derived from this TLCI planning process and written in this report.

Parks & Trails

Neighborhoods

Historic Downtown District

The Village has doubled its parks
since its last comprehensive planning
process. These parks and trails are a
tourist draw and can become a greater
economic development generator.
Connections between these parks and
the County Metro Park, the historic
district, commercial district and
neighborhoods will be important, with
the greatest hurdle being funding.
It is hoped that with the multiple
funding sources listed in the planning
initiatives section, the Village will be
able to implement these projects.
Policy changes will be necessary if
the Village establishes park design
standards.

The Village is fortunate to have a wide
range of housing options located in
the northern and southern portion of
the Village. Better connections from
the neighborhoods to the downtown,
parks, and even school campus, are
needed. The Safe Routes to School
program requires the completion
of a School Travel Plan (STP). All
sidewalks and paths that would be
funded through this source must be
listed and must be within two miles
of a K-8 school. Additional study will
be necessary if this funding source is
pursued with the completion of the
School Travel Plan. It will be important
for the Village, community, and schools
to arrive at a consensus on the best
way for bicycles and pedestrians to
gain access to the schools from the
neighborhoods as well as access
between the buildings once on
campus.

A sense of arrival is needed to
welcome residents and visitors into
the historic downtown. Proposed
infrastructure improvements such as
new sidewalks, curbs with integrated
gutters, pedestrian connections
(including safer and more frequent
crosswalks), a gateway, decorative
fencing, murals, street furniture,
street trees, and additional on- and
off-street parking will all accomplish
this goal. Economic development
will also need to be a focus, as
incentives will be necessary to attract
businesses to locate, and even expand
in the downtown, into existing vacant
storefronts and vacant parcels. Policy
changes will be necessary to establish
design guidelines that will protect
existing historic buildings and guide
infill development.
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Primary Implementation Factors
ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking
#1

Initiative Name / Location

Village-wide Considerations

Primary Implementation Factors Requiring:
Public Process

Install new sidewalks on both sides of the street where missing

X

#2

Create Downtown Special Improvement District for funding
mechanism / opportunities

X

#3

Cultivate Village identity (Railroad, water tower, etc. - ref
community survey responses)

X

#4

Village-wide signage / wayfinding plan and packages for
implementation (vehicular, trail markers, mile markers, etc.)

#5

Establish N. Main St. design review district and guidelines /
standards to be applied to new / existing businesses

#6

Wayfinding package throughout Village (indicate parks,
downtown, other destinations)

#7

Create downtown parking strategy / policy to capture
redevelopment (shared - zoning requirements)

Community Advocacy

Public Policy Action

Zoning Change

#1

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

Develop Village-wide Thoroughfare / corridor mapping,
establishing roadway guidelines / standards

X

Narrow excessively wide curb cuts at commercial
establishments along Rt. 57

X

X

Protected bike lane or off-road multi-purpose trail

X

X

#3

Develop frontage standards (tree lawn, street trees,
landscaping enhancements, fencing)

#4

Continue pedestrian-scaled, ornamental lighting along Main St. sidewalks
from downtown

#5

Study redevelopment opportunities along Main St. between Erie St. and
Parsons Rd. (establishing best land use & densities)
Potential sites: 2 vacant lots south of and across from bowling alley

X

Re-align Parsons at SR 57 to reduce intersection angle with single lane
approach on Parsons

Parks & Trails
#1

Install footbridge, path, trailhead and light fixtures to access Metro Park from
Main St. at Crews Thru site
Coordinate with Metro Parks to connect bridge to new trail within their park

#2

Extend Metro Park trail along easement (at bowling alley) towards Main St.
Create prominent signage, trailhead at road for visibility

#3
#4
#5

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

x

x

x

X
X

x

x

x

x
x
x

X

x

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

Establish "park standards" for improving consistency and ID with landscaping,
wayfinding, other materials

X

X

X

Designate Downtown Trail as "Main Line, with Branch Lines, Spurs", etc. to
further link spaces / destinations
Make connection between Commerce Dr. and Indian Hollow Metro Park

X
X

Investigate potential of fiberglass "sidewalk" product on side(s) of Parsons Rd.
bridge to connect pedestrians & separate from traffic

X

Neighborhoods

Multipurpose trail that connects residential neighborhoods to Midview Schools

X

Extend continuous sidewalks on Main St south of five-points intersection to
Willow Park property
Create formalized crosswalk between Reservoir Park and Willow Park

X

X

X
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X

X
X

Highlight Elm St. connection between North Park, and neighborhoods, past
old school building to Downtown, Reservoir & Willow Parks

Highlight Elm St. connection between North Park, and neighborhoods, past
old school building to Downtown, Reservoir & Willow Parks

X

X
X

Install multipurpose trail along north side of tracks from Railroad Park to
Erie St. / Main St. intersection
Install walking paths at Willow Park

Encourage connection between Vivian Drive and Huron Street, across tracks
to Center Street or Main Street (DT)
Encourage connection between River Estates and Willow Park
Redevelop old school building and property

X

X

Traffic & Roadway

Separate Main & Elm into series of 3 tee intersections
Upgrade or remove outdated signal at Main & Mechanic
Utilize pavement markings at Main & Novak to alleviate left turn confusion
Investigate potential signal at Main & Novak

X
X

X

Decorative fence or mural to screen parking at auto repair shop
(north of Parsons) for southbound

X

X

Install curbs (and gutters, eliminating drainage ditches)
in more urbanized areas

#2

Private Investments

X

Incorporate new banner program along Main St.,
including north of tracks, commercial district

Commercial District

Public Capital Investment

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking

Initiative Name / Location

Historic Downtown District

Primary Implementation Factors Requiring:
Public Process

Community Advocacy

#1

Add sidewalks along all residential streets where lacking,
and extending along Main St. from Parson's Crossing into
downtown

#2

Reestablish pedestrian connection across tracks on
southwest side of Main St. that was removed

#3

Create new trailhead connection at Crews thru site; connect to Metro Park
via new trails and install bridge over river

X

X

Downtown Main St. streetscape improvements to set stage for core area,
promote "Main St.", soften enviro., sense of "arrival"
Reconfigure parking (parallel or reverse angle) to calm traffic, increase safety

X
X

X

#4

Public Policy Action

Zoning Change

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

Adopt "Downtown Amenities Package" standard to unify elements
(benches, bike racks, trash / recycling receptacles, etc.)

X
X
X

Celebrate Village history and heritage; Highlight amenities, destinations look for opportunities to call out
Develop downtown gateway at Parsons Rd. / Main St. - focus on
southbound traffic - create view corridor
Install directional identity signage to identify "arrival point"; create focal point
on downtown wayfinding

X
X

#7

#8

Study redevelopment opportunities along Main St. between downtown and
Parsons Rd. (establishing best land use & densities)
Potential sites: CrewsThru property; Automotive "junk" yard across the street'

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

Consolidate ownership of Railroad St. parking lot; restripe to maximize parking;
consider shared / public parking (if not already)
Possible trail route along (Conrail?) tracks - extend from Railroad Park site
north towards Erie St. & connect to broader network
Begin railroad identity at "RR xing" ahead sign
Special, customized light fixtures / monuments at designated moments highlighting arrival points, etc.
Formalize parking and frontage on east side of road across from CrewsThru
Study opportunity site for gateway arch / pillars to frame view of downtown
prior to tracks (north side)

X
X

X

"Ornamental" street trees (keep growth away from O.H. wires) between
gateway and CSX tracks; landscaping
Extend curbed roadway towards perceived downtown entrances
#6

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

Study frontage options for Marathon property to formalize pedestrian zone
and facilitate business operations

X

Possible mural on Spitzer building / property - art to recall history,
Ford connection
Develop frontage standards for commercial properties
Restore "mid-block" crosswalk on Main Street and highlight with HAWK Signal

X
X
X

X

X

Enhance landscape improvements / buffers at corner triangular pockets of
land around Main St. and tracks
Develop Railroad Heritage Park for train-watching enthusiasts
Integrate observation platform near signal tower w/ designated parking area
Relocate former freight depot structure to park site

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

Link Main Street to parking areas (behind / west of buildings) with formalized
walk / alley between properties

X

Work with business owners & employees to leave on street parking for
customers

X

Library - Considerations for future expansion plans, event space needs /
wants at former water tower park, potential mural location

X

Reduce width of Village Hall access drive from former bank to increase
landscape and simplify movements
Main & Mechanic intersection

X

Acquire and redevelop land in NW corner as small scale retail / office /
mixed use / library expansion

X

X

Encourage planting of street trees on private property where public ROW
is unavailable

#5

Private Investments

X

Special "railroad track" paving at all downtown crosswalks to highlight
arrival to center of town

Create corner bumpouts to shield parking, shorten crossing distances
and infuse landscaping
Signage standards - Pole banner program, sign types, wayfinding

Public Capital Investment

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

Develop downtown gateway on south side of intersection - focus towards
north-bound traffic
Possible mural on convenience store south wall to welcome visitors

X
X

X

Align curb in front of convenience store with curb on south side of
intersection to narrow ped x-ing and focus traffic movements

X

X

This chart should be reviewed by the Village to identify the priority ranked projects by initiative name and location. The
Village could split up the initiatives by location and partner with various existing or newly created groups in the Village
(e.g. Commercial District / Historic District with the Greater Grafton Business Partnership, Parks & Recreation with Parks
Board and Lorain County Metro Parks, and so on). Once the Village has addressed all of the procedural, administrative
and capital requirements (e.g. public process, community advocacy, public policy action, zoning changes, public capital
investment and private investment), they can move on to applying for potential funding sources.
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Potential Funding Sources
ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking
#1

Initiative Name / Location

Village-wide Considerations
Install new sidewalks on both sides of the street where missing

CDBG Allocation, BID/SID, TIF, Assessment, CDBG CI, DRD

#2

Create Downtown Special Improvement District for funding
mechanism / opportunities

SID/BID, DRD

#3

Cultivate Village identity (Railroad, water tower, etc. - ref
community survey responses)

NOACA TLCI, BID/SID, DRD, Lowe's

#4

Village-wide signage / wayfinding plan and packages for
implementation (vehicular, trail markers, mile markers, etc.)

NOACA TLCI, RD RBDG, ODOT TAP

#5

Establish N. Main St. design review district and guidelines /
standards to be applied to new / existing businesses

BID/SID, DRD, Johanna Farvot, National Trust

#6

Wayfinding package throughout Village (indicate parks,
downtown, other destinations)

NOACA TLCI, RD RBDG, ODOT TAP

#7

Create downtown parking strategy / policy to capture
redevelopment (shared - zoning requirements)

SID/BID, DRD, NOACA TLCI, RD RBDG

Incorporate new banner program along Main St.,
including north of tracks, commercial district

BID/SID, DRD, Lowe's

Install curbs (and gutters, eliminating drainage ditches)
in more urbanized areas

OPWC

Develop Village-wide Thoroughfare / corridor mapping,
establishing roadway guidelines / standards

BID/SID, NOACA TLCI

Narrow excessively wide curb cuts at commercial
establishments along Rt. 57

OPWC, NOACA TLCI

#1

Commercial District

Protected bike lane or off-road multi-purpose trail

NOACA TLCI, ODOT TAP

#2

Decorative fence or mural to screen parking at auto repair shop
(north of Parsons) for southbound

BID/SID, DRD

#3

Develop frontage standards (tree lawn, street trees,
landscaping enhancements, fencing)

N/A

#4

Continue pedestrian-scaled, ornamental lighting along Main St. sidewalks
from downtown

BID/SID, DRD, TIF

#5

Study redevelopment opportunities along Main St. between Erie St. and
Parsons Rd. (establishing best land use & densities)
Potential sites: 2 vacant lots south of and across from bowling alley

EDA, RD RDBG

Separate Main & Elm into series of 3 tee intersections
Upgrade or remove outdated signal at Main & Mechanic
Utilize pavement markings at Main & Novak to alleviate left turn confusion
Investigate potential signal at Main & Novak

NOACA TIP, OPWC
TLCI Implementation
TLCI Implementation
NOACA TIP

Re-align Parsons at SR 57 to reduce intersection angle with single lane
approach on Parsons

NOACA TIP, OPWC

Install footbridge, path, trailhead and light fixtures to access Metro Park from
Main St. at Crews Thru site
Coordinate with Metro Parks to connect bridge to new trail within their park

ODNR RT, CDBG CI, ODOT TAP, ODNR NW, ODNR LWCF
N/A

Extend Metro Park trail along easement (at bowling alley) towards Main St.
Create prominent signage, trailhead at road for visibility

ODNR RT, ODOT TAP, ODNR NW, ODNR LWCF

Install multipurpose trail along north side of tracks from Railroad Park to
Erie St. / Main St. intersection
Install walking paths at Willow Park

ODOT TAP, NRPA
ODNR RT, ODNR COTF, ODNR NW, NRPA

Establish "park standards" for improving consistency and ID with landscaping,
wayfinding, other materials

N/A

Designate Downtown Trail as "Main Line, with Branch Lines, Spurs", etc. to
further link spaces / destinations
Make connection between Commerce Dr. and Indian Hollow Metro Park

ODOT TAP, ODNR COTF, ODNR RT
ODOT TAP, ODNR COTF, ODNR RT

Investigate potential of fiberglass "sidewalk" product on side(s) of Parsons Rd.
bridge to connect pedestrians & separate from traffic

CDBG CI, SID/BID, DRD, ODNR LWCF

Multipurpose trail that connects residential neighborhoods to Midview Schools

ODOT SRTS, NOACA TLCI, ODOT TAP

Extend continuous sidewalks on Main St south of five-points intersection to
Willow Park property
Create formalized crosswalk between Reservoir Park and Willow Park

CDBG CI, CDBG Allocation, Assessment
ODNR COTF, ODNR RT, NOACA TLCI

Highlight Elm St. connection between North Park, and neighborhoods, past
old school building to Downtown, Reservoir & Willow Parks

ODOT TAP, ODOT SRTS, ODNR COTF, ODNR RT

Encourage connection between Vivian Drive and Huron Street, across tracks
to Center Street or Main Street (DT)
Encourage connection between River Estates and Willow Park

ODOT TAP, ODOT SRTS
ODNR COTF, ODNR RT

Redevelop old school building and property

CDBG ED/ ToO/County RLF, EDA, Capital Budget,
SID/BID/DRD, CRA, RD RBDG, National Trust, ODSA 629, PNC Foundation

Traffic & Roadway

Parks & Trails
#1

#2
#3
#4
#5

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
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Neighborhoods

ENVISION GRAFTON TLCI PLAN INITIATIVES
Committee Ranking

Initiative Name / Location

Historic Downtown District

#1

Add sidewalks along all residential streets where lacking, and extending along Main St.
from Parson's Crossing into downtown
CDBG Allocation, CDBG CI, Assessment

#2

Reestablish pedestrian connection across tracks on southwest side of Main St. that
was removed

CDBG Allocation, ODOT TAP

#3

Create new trailhead connection at Crews thru site; connect to Metro Park via new
trails and install bridge over river

ODNR COTF, ODNR RT, CDBG CI, ODOT TAP

Downtown Main St. streetscape improvements to set stage for core area, promote
"Main St.", soften environ., sense of "arrival"
Reconfigure parking (parallel or reverse angle) to calm traffic, increase safety NOACA TLCI, RD BBDG

#4

Special "railroad track" paving at all downtown crosswalks to highlight arrival
to center of town

NOACA TLCI

Encourage planting of street trees on private property where public ROW
is unavailable

Lowe's

Adopt "Downtown Amenities Package" standard to unify elements
(benches, bike racks, trash / recycling receptacles, etc.)

Lowe's, NOACA TLCI

Create corner bumpouts to shield parking, shorten crossing distances and
infuse landscaping
Signage standards - Pole banner program, sign types, wayfinding

NOACA TLCI
NOACA TLCI, RD RBDG, Lowe's

Celebrate Village history and heritage; Highlight amenities, destinations look for opportunities to call out

BID/SID, DRD

Develop downtown gateway at Parsons Rd. / Main St. - focus on southbound traffic create view corridor
#5

RD RBDG

Install directional identity signage to identify "arrival point"; create focal point
on downtown wayfinding

NOACA TLCI

"Ornamental" street trees (keep growth away from O.H. wires) between
gateway and CSX tracks; landscaping
Extend curbed roadway towards perceived downtown entrances

BID/SID, DRD, Lowe's
OPWC

#6

Study redevelopment opportunities along Main St. between downtown and Parsons Rd.
(establishing best land use & densities)
EDA, RD RBDG
Potential sites: CrewsThru property; Automotive "junk" yard across the street'

#7

Consolidate ownership of Railroad St. parking lot; restripe to maximize parking;
consider shared / public parking (if not already)

#8

Possible trail route along (Conrail?) tracks - extend from Railroad Park site north
towards Erie St. & connect to broader network
Begin railroad identity at "RR xing" ahead sign

RD RBDG

BID/SID, DRD
NOACA TLCI, BID/SID, DRD, RD RBDG

Study opportunity site for gateway arch / pillars to frame view of downtown prior to
tracks (north side)

BID/SID

Village
Private
BID/SID, DRD
NOACA TLCI, ODOT Safety

Link Main Street to parking areas (behind / west of buildings) with formalized walk /
alley between properties

CDBG CI, BID/SID

Library - Considerations for future expansion plans, event space needs / wants at
former water tower park, potential mural location

NRPA=National Recreation & Park Association

ODNR NW

Study frontage options for Marathon property to formalize pedestrian zone and facilitate
business operations
Possible mural on Spitzer building / property - art to recall history, Ford connection
Develop frontage standards for commercial properties
Restore "mid-block" crosswalk on Main Street and highlight with HAWK Signal

Work with business owners & employees to leave on street parking for
customers

BID/SID= Business/ Special Improvement District
CDBG= Community Development Block Grant
CRA= Community Reinvestment Area
EDA= Economic Development Administration
NOACA= Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency
ODNR= Ohio Department of Natural Resources
ODOT= Ohio Department of Transportation
ODSA= Ohio Development Services Agency
OPWC= Ohio Public Works Commission
TIF= Tax Increment Financing
RD= Rural Development
USDA= US Department of Agriculture

ODNR COTF, ODNR RT, ODOT TAP

Special, customized light fixtures / monuments at designated moments highlighting arrival points, etc.
Formalize parking and frontage on east side of road across from CrewsThru

Enhance landscape improvements / buffers at corner triangular pockets of
land around Main St. and tracks
Develop Railroad Heritage Park for train-watching enthusiasts
Integrate observation platform near signal tower w/ designated parking area
Relocate former freight depot structure to park site

Once the Village has the appropriate
measures in place for each priority
ranked project, they can review
potential funding sources listed in
this chart by initiative name. Funding
sources are listed by acronym. Many
times, funding agencies allow a
community to blend multiple funding
sources in order to undertake the
project. The Village should focus on
deadlines and how they will impact
project and applying for additional
funding sources.

N/A
Private/RD Community Facilities

Reduce width of Village Hall egress drive from former bank to increase landscape and simplify
movements
Village
Main & Mechanic intersection
Acquire and redevelop land in NW corner as small scale retail / office / mixed
use / library expansion
RD RBDG, EDA
Develop downtown gateway on south side of intersection - focus towards
north-bound traffic
Possible mural on convenience store south wall to welcome visitors

BID/SID
BID/SID

Align curb in front of convenience store with curb on south side of intersection
to narrow ped x-ing and focus traffic movements
OPWC, NOACA TLCI
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Funding Program Information
Program
Assessment Program
Business or Special Improvement District (BID/SID)
Downtown Revitalization District (DRD)
Capital Budget
CDBG Allocation
CDBG Critical Infrastructure (CI)
CDBG Economic Development (ED)
CDBG Community Housing Impact & Preservation (CHIP)
CDBG Neighborhood Revitalization (NR)
CDBG Targets of Opportunity (ToO)
CDBG Residential Infrastructure (RI)
CDBG Revolving Loan Fund (RLF)
Community Reinvestment Area (CRA)
Economic Development Administration (EDA)
Johanna Favrot Fund for Historic Preservation
Lowe's Foundation
National Trust Fund
NOACA TLCI Implementation
NOACA TLCI Planning
NOACA Transportation Improvement Program (TIP)
ODNR Clean Ohio Trail Funds (COTF)
ODNR Land & Water Conservation Fund (LWCF)
ODNR Natureworks
ODNR Recreational Trails (RT)
OPWC
ODOT Safe Routes to School (SRTS)
ODOT STP/Safety
ODOT State Infrastructure Bank (SIB)

Description
Additional tax/levy in order to pay for specific improvements, e.g. sidewalks.
Additional tax/levy in order to pay for improvements within district boundary, including infrastructure, activities, services, etc.
Redirected funds for historic building rehab, economic development, transportation improvements from increase in assessed value of real property.
Application and political process varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. Budget is adopted in even years, projects requested in odd years.
ADA access, including restrooms, ramp and pathways. Application made to County in Spring, State by June.
Grants for streets, bridges and sidewalk projects with high community-wide impact for LMI areas. Public safety facilities also eligible.
Infrastructure improvements and/or funds for new or expanding businesses. Must have job creation.
Provide home repair grants and/or housing rehabilitation loans to LMI owner-occupied households. Application made through County, sent to State.
Park improvement projects, multi-component infrastructure projects, must show LMI area. Application made to County, sent to State.
Building façade/code improvements for historic downtown buildings or unique historic buildings in community.
Grants for water and/or sanitary sewer service to primarily residential users (60%). Must have Permit to Install (PTI) in hand to obtain application.
Service laterals and septic tank/well abandonment eligible.

Deadline
Open
Open
Open
2019
Spring Odd Ye
Open
Open
Spring Odd Ye
Spring Odd Ye
Open
Open

Building façade/code improvements for historic downtown buildings or unique historic buildings in community.
Real property tax abatement on increased valuation of commercial/industrial property. Up to 100%, up to 15 years.
Investments that support construction, non-construction, technical assistance and revolving loan fund projects related to job creation.
Planning and education grants for communities and non-profits.
Community improvement projects.
Funds to obtain professional expertise, education, outreach, emergency/ intervention funding for historic buildings. Non-profit or community can apply.
Development and installation of infrastructure from past completed livability studies. No match required, but points given if local match.
Funds for planning studies that can lead to improvements to transportation systems and neighborhoods they support.
Funds for road resurfacing, reconstruction, transit, bicycle facilities, traffic calming, traffic signal upgrades, etc.
Land acquisition for a trail, trail development, trailhead facilities, engineering and design.
Funds for public outdoor recreation areas and facilities.
Recreation and park related projects, Lorain County's allocation for 2019 is $67,482.
New rt construction, trail maintenance/restoration, trailside/head facilities (parking, restroom, water),
purchase/lease rt construction/maintenance equipment, and acquisition of easements/ property.
Improvements to roads, bridges, culverts, water supply systems, wastewater systems, storm water collection systems,
solid waste facilities, and essential community facilities.

Open

Open
Open
Spring
3/21-5/23
7/1-8/26
1st of Feb, June
Oct.
Oct.
TBD
Feb. 1st
Nov. 15th
June 1st
Feb. 1st

Infrastructure within 2 miles of schools (K-8) or non-infrastructure activities to improve safety or encourage walking/biking. Walkways must be on Plan.
Projects related to safety, can be off federal system, but require crash data to justify. Signage eligible, must meet Uniform Manual and part of larger project.
All levels or modes of transportation projects. Project must be eligible under Federal Title 23.

September

Jan.-Mar. 3rd
Mar. 1st
Open

ODOT Transportation Alternative Program (TAP)

On- and off- road pedestrian and bicycle facilities, enhanced mobility, community improvement activities, and recreational trail projects. Connect destinations. Feb. 1st/ May 1

ODOT Transportation Improvement District (TID)
ODSA Roadwork Development (629)
PNC Foundation
Tax Increment Financing (TIF)

Funds for construction, R/W acquisition and design, considered on ability to address economic development, job creation and retention impact.
Public roadway improvements, including engineering and design costs, for projects that create or retain jobs.
Economic development grants, may have to go through 501c3.
Increase in real property taxes redirected to pay for infrastructure improvements in district.
For underserved communities with proposed projects that will create new opportunities for play and physical activity for kids and families.

Play Space Grants, National Recreation &
Park Association & Walt Disney Company
USDA RD Community Facilities (CF)
Community facilities for public use in rural areas (shelters, buildings, etc.)
USDA RD Rural Business Development Grants (RBDG) Economic development funding, acquisition of land, construction, renovation of buildings, roads, parking, utilities, and signage.

BID/SID= Business/ Special Improvement District
CDBG= Community Development Block Grant
CRA= Community Reinvestment Area
EDA= Economic Development Administration
NOACA= Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency
ODNR= Ohio Department of Natural Resources
ODOT= Ohio Department of Transportation
ODSA= Ohio Development Services Agency
OPWC= Ohio Public Works Commission
TIF= Tax Increment Financing
RD= Rural Development
USDA= US Department of Agriculture
NRPA=National Recreation & Park Association
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Additional information is provided in this chart, including full program name,
brief description of program, source of funds, whether a grant, loan or both are
offered, maximum dollar amount available, application dates, award dates,
required matching funds, and program websites. It is recommended that the
Village identify potential funding sources after a further review of the program’s
website. Websites contain a wealth of information, including previously funded
projects. Full program names of the above listed acronyms are provided to the
left.

May 1-31st
Open
Open
Open
April 12th
Open
Apr. 30th

.

ply.

an.

r project.

Deadline
Open
Open
Open
2019
Spring Odd Years
Open
Open
Spring Odd Years
Spring Odd Years
Open
Open

Source
Private
Private
Private
State
County
State
State
State
State
State
State

Grant/Loan
Assessment
Incentive
Incentive
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant/Loan
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant

Max $
NA
NA
NA
TBD
$25-50k
$500k
$400-500k
TBD
$750k
$250k
$750k

Award
NA
NA
NA
TBD
Aug.
TBD
TBD
TBD
Aug.
TBD
TBD

Match
NA
NA
NA
TBD
TBD
10%
50%
TBD
50%
50%
50%

Open

County

Loan

TBD

TBD

50%

Open
Open
Spring
3/21-5/23
7/1-8/26
1st of Feb, June, Oct
Oct.
Oct.
TBD
Feb. 1st
Nov. 15th
June 1st
Feb. 1st

Village
Federal
Private
Private

Incentive
Grant
Grant
Grant

TBD
$3m
$10k
$50k

45 days after
TBD
TBD
90 days after

0%
TBD
50%
TBD

http://www.loraincounty.us/platform/cms/files/2015/Community%20Development/
Revolving-Loan-Fund-Marketing-Flyer.pdf
https://development.ohio.gov/BS/bs_comreinvest.htm
https://www.eda.gov/funding-opportunities/
https://forum.savingplaces.org/build/funding/grant-seekers/specialprograms/favrot-fund
http://www.communitydevelopmentgrants.info/GrantDetails.aspx?gid=16792

Federal
Local
Local
Local
State
State
State
State

Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant
Grant

$5k
$100k min.
TBD
TBD
$500k
$500k
$67k
$150k

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

50%
0%
0%
TBD
25%
50%
25%
20%

https://savingplaces.org/grants#.XJJ1UCJKhpg
http://www.noaca.org/index.aspx?page=132
http://www.noaca.org/index.aspx?page=132
http://www.noaca.org/index.aspx?page=73
http://realestate.ohiodnr.gov/outdoor-recreation-facility-grants
http://realestate.ohiodnr.gov/outdoor-recreation-facility-grants
http://realestate.ohiodnr.gov/outdoor-recreation-facility-grants
http://realestate.ohiodnr.gov/outdoor-recreation-facility-grants

September

State

Grant/Loan

$400k

July 1st

10%

http://www.pwc.state.oh.us/default.html?m=
http://www.pwc.state.oh.us/SmallGovernment.html?m=

Jan.-Mar. 3rd

State

Grant

$400k

TBD

0%

Mar. 1st

State

Grant

TBD

TBD

TBD

Open

State

Loan

TBD

TBD

TBD

State

Grant

$1m

Aug.

20%

May 1-31st
Open
Open
Open
April 12th

State
State
Private
Local
Private

Grant
Grant
Grant
Incentive
Grant

25% TPC ($250k max)
$200k
TBD
TBD
$30k

July
TBD
TBD
TBD
June 5th

75%
TBD
TBD
N/A
50%

Open
Apr. 30th

Federal
Federal

Grant/Loan
Grant

TBD
$10-500k

Open
TBD

0%
0%

stinations. Feb. 1st/ May 15th

https://www.north-olmsted.com/engineering-department/sidewalk-program/
https://ohioline.osu.edu/factsheet/CDFS-1566
https://development.ohio.gov/bs/bs_drdp.htm
https://obm.ohio.gov/Budget/capital/
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_cdp.htm
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_cdp.htm
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_edl.htm
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_chip.htm
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_cdp.htm
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_cdbgd_grant.htm
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_rpi.htm

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/ProgramManagement/HighwaySafety/
ActiveTransportation/Pages/SRTS.aspx
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/ProgramManagement/HighwaySafety/
HSIP/Pages/default.aspx
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Finance/Pages/StateInfrastructureBank.aspx
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/LocalPrograms/Transportation%20
Enhancement%20Program%20Documents/TAP%20Program%20Guidance.pdf
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/JobsAndCommerce/Pages/TID.aspx
https://development.ohio.gov/cs/cs_r629.htm
https://www.pnc.com/en/about-pnc/corporate-responsibility/philanthropy/pnc-foundation.html
https://development.ohio.gov/bs/bs_tif.htm
https://www.nrpa.org/our-work/partnerships/initiatives/meet-me-at-the-park/meet-me-at-the
-park-play-space-grants/
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/all-programs/community-facilities-programs
https://www.rd.usda.gov/programs-services/rural-business-development-grants
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Moving Forward
This plan serves as the policy guide for moving Grafton forward with smart
growth through transportation, guiding decisions about future connections in the
community between the various land uses. Implementation of this document
will require cooperation and coordination with various public and private
entities. Partnerships will be key in transforming the plan’s goals into reality
and will require long-term commitment and political consensus. By working
as a unified group, Grafton’s public and private entities (e.g. Metro Parks,
Downtown Business Association, Library, CSX Railroad, Building and Business
Owners, Residents, etc.) will be able to accomplish this plan. This TLCI Plan is
designed to be a road map for action, incorporating initiatives, specific projects,
responsibilities and incentive programs that will achieve the desired results.
Bridging planning with results is important with any effort. No community, or
consultant for that matter, wants to have a plan sit on the shelf. The planning
initiatives, broken down by land use, will allow the Village administration, elected
officials, and other key people and organizations to check off items as they are
completed while planning other items for future capital improvement plans.
These initiatives will serve as a guide and quick reference for all to monitor
progress or serve as a “checklist” for implementation of the plan.
One of the most important aspects of the Village is its residents, business
owners, and volunteers, many of whom participated in this planning process. All
parties are passionate about Grafton, they enjoy living and / or working here.
While they may not always agree on the means, they do all agree on the end
results - a connected and thriving Village. This population base should be used
for the implementation of this plan. The Steering Committee will become the
cheerleaders of this document and will help to solicit further community buy in,
especially on issues proposed in this plan that will require additional public input
and study. These “key people” will become the “boots on the ground” to assist
the Village with implementation of the plan. It is recommended that this group
focus on the top ranked initiatives in each category in order to maximize the
potential to implement the plan. While Grafton has a number of very passionate
public and private partners, consultants should be utilized when necessary to
keep projects moving and make connections with various funding sources.
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